Let the Dialogue Continue
Moving Towards 1986

On June 9 and 10, a national symposium sponsored by the American Animal Hospital
Association, the American Humane Association, the American Veterinary Medical Association, The Humane Society of the United States, and the Pet Food Institute was convened to
address the issue of animal health care and the respective roles and prerogatives of veterinarians and humane societies in providing such care. As was anticipated, the primary area of
debate and discussion centered on tax-exempt spay/neuter clinics as well as other medical services being offered by a number of animal-welfare organizations and animal-control agencies.
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This summer's "Whales Alive"
conference and IWC meeting charted
whales' hopeful future.

The North American
Black Duck

An article by Bill Brothers, executive director of the Monterey County SPCA and one of the
speakers at the symposium, found in this issue of The Humane Society News explores several
reasons why the providing of these services by animal-welfare and animal-control agencies
has generated alarm within the veterinarian profession and suggests a number of ways in which
such services might otherwise be provided, minimizing the controversy and conflict that has
resulted.
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As early as its annual conference in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1973, The HSUS recommended
that "where spay/neuter clinics or facilities are being anticipated or planned, we urge the development of reduced cost spay/neuter facilities under the auspices of local veterinary associations ... (and) that existing veterinary facilities be used where possible." However, it became all
too clear that in many communities veterinarians were unwilling to engage in cooperative
endeavors with animal-welfare groups, often resulting in the development of humane societysponsored or government-subsidized spay/neuter programs and, more recently, other medical
services.

Keeping Racing Out Of
Your State
Page 17

The HSUS continues to maintain the position that where genuinely cooperative programs
can be established between veterinarians and animal-welfare/control agencies utilizing already existing veterinary clinics, such should be done. Indeed, few humane societies have
either the resources or staff to establish and maintain such programs without having to reduce
or eliminate other important and necessary services. However, the principal concern of The
HSUS is the establishment of those programs that will most effectively serve to reduce the
tragic surplus of unwanted animals and, consequently, eliminate a significant amount of animal suffering, regardless of under whose auspices such services are provided. Surveys compiled by
The HSUS indicate a dramatic reduction in the number of animals being handled by shelters
where there has been an effective spay/neuter program supported by community education
and strong and. enforceable animal-controlordinances.
Proceedings from this conference, including a number of recommendations voted by those attending this
symposium, will be available later this year. While not
all these recommendations are supported by The
HSUS, I am confident the net result of this symposium will serve to benefit animals. I am also convinced
the dialogue it made possible between veterinarians
and animal welfarists must continue into the future,
addressing other issues of perhaps even greater importance for the elimination of animal abuse and suffering.
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Zoo Fallout
Our story on the "Ten Substandard Zoos" (see the Summer 1983
HSUS News) seems to be having
the desired effect, not only in
some of the communities where
these facilities are located but
also nationwide.
Sue Pressman, HSUS director
of captive wildlife protection and
author of the article, has talked to
reporters from local newspapers,
television, and radio stations in
California, Indiana, Maine, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Texas.
"I have seen it happen before
where discussion about a zoo will
start in the newspapers or other
local media. Over time, it is picked
up by the general public, and
eventually a real dialogue about
the zoo gets going. Change doesn't
happen overnight, but at least
this is a beginning."
Mrs. Pressman has not been
discouraged by the apparent lack
of interest in several areas discussed in the article or even by
the very hostile reaction some
people had. "Obviously, we may
not be aware of every instance of

PSA On the Way
As part of our campaign to
solve the pet overpopulation problem, The HSUS's public relations
department has created a public
service announcement for television. Entitled Responsible Pet
Ownership, this sixteen-millimeter
color film depicts proud pet owners at a local pet fair giving advice
on how they properly care for
their pets. The film was produced
in conjunction with Professional
Media Services, Inc. of Waban,
Massachusetts, IUld is available
free-of-charge on ten-second and
thirty-second tapes.
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press coverage. But even where
there may have been none at all, I
find it hard to believe that there
aren't some people talking about
it. Something may appear publicly months from now. And as for
hostile reactions, any reaction is
better than indifference. It does
show that the zoo is the topic of a
lot of conversations. Some time
ago, we met with a lot of resistance in Tacoma, Washington,
when we criticized their zoo, but
we hung in there and so did they,
and now they have a truly excellent facility."
National media are also picking
up on the story, but they are using a 'different approach. ''Some
of the reporters to whom I've
spoken," Mrs. Pressman recalled,
"read the story and decided to
take it a step further by looking
at zoos in general. I hope that this
more widespread publicity will inspire other communities to take a
good look at their zoos and decide
whether and where change might
be needed. I'd like to be able to
say that this was the first and the
last list of ten substandard zoos
we could come up with.''

The HSUS has contacted 200
television stations around the
country, and the major networks,
to ask that they broadcast this
message. (Under its licensing
agreement, every station must
run public service announcements
as part of its responsibility to the
community.) If you want to see
our "PSA" broadcast in your
community, we suggest that you
first call your local television station to find out if it has already received the responsible pet owner
film. If it hasn't, ask the station
to contact us for a free copy of
this important message.

participating in an international
scientific observer program "long
before the government observers
came around.'' The fact is that
government observers "came
around" as a direct result of passage of the Marine Mammal Protection Act in 1972. No tunaboat
association observer program began before 19791
The AT A claims that the government is upset with tuna boatmen's actions because it wants
"to be able to prosecute an individual for any violation,'' fining
them for "every misstep." The
fact is that the regulations developed in public hearings over the
years to protect porpoises from
slaughter by tunamen are designed
to do just that-protect porpoises.
The tuna industry is at no risk if
it follows government regulations. If those tunaboats not in
compliance with the regulations
were not penalized, protective
regulations would be a farce. And,
the tunamen are hardly guilty of
''missteps.'' Several boats were recently fined ten thousand dollars
each for flagrant violations detected while in port by government observers. The judge in the
case said, "I view ... the violations ... not as isolated mistakes
but as international acts to avoid
compliance... " with the regulations.

Mr. Munoz says "tuna fishermen share ... concern about porpoise mortalities because if the
fisherman eliminated the porpoise,
he would be eliminating one of the
easiest ways of... finding yellowfin tuna." The HSUS has supported the search for alternatives
to the present deadly methods. In
the meantime, the government continues to allow the tunaboats, despite our objections, to chase and
encircle millions of porpoises and
kill over twenty thousand of them
annually.
Finally, Mr. Munoz accuses animal-welfare supporters of "continued hostile attempts to eliminate totally our livelihood.'' We
are not trying to eliminate anyone's livelihood, just bar from fishing those who flagrantly violate
carefully formulated regulations.
"I'm afraid you are the victim
of some rather emotional rhetoric
about our fleet," Mr. Munoz informed Ms. Marcelletti. Alas, we
think she was the victim of a response that did not address the
fundamental issues of cruelty we
discussed in our article.
If you write letters to individuals we hold responsible for acts
we have carefully researched and
described to you, and you receive
confusing or unsatisfactory responses, let us know. We will do
our best to clear up the questions
raised in those letters. It is the
least we can do for those of you
who cared enough to protest.

against allowing the San Diego
amusement park to capture these
whales, a major point being their
difficulty in breeding in captivity
and the potential disruption and
dislocation of orca pod population.
"Chasing, capturing, and handling one hundred of these large and
sensitive marine mammals will inevitably entail considerable stress,''
read the letter. "Sea World appar-

ently ignores the hundreds- perhaps thousands-of orcas that
would be harassed as they are
chased during the capture of the
one hundred orcas.''
The period during which the
National Marine Fisheries Service
welcomed comments from the public on this issue ended on August
26. The final decision is expected
by the beginning of October.

Bear Reward
The HSUS is offering a one
thousand dollar reward for key information reported to the proper
authorities which directly results
in the arrest and conviction of
anyone guilty of killing eleven
black bears in Lycoming County,
Pennsylvania, over the past fourteen · months. "The HSUS has
been informed that the reluctance
of area residents to provide evidence has hampered the game commission's investigation of the bear
slayings,'' said HSUS President
John Hoyt in his letter offering
the reward to the executive director of the Pennsylvania Game Commission. The bears had been shot
and their bodies mutilated. Officials theorize that someone may
have a vendetta against bears because of crop damage or management practices of the game commission. "The wanton torment of
these bears was unconscionable,;'
said Mr. Hoyt. "The HSUS is determined to bring an immediate
halt to these senseless acts of
mayhem against black bears."
No leads had developed as of
mid-September.

Correction
In the Summer 1983 issue of
The HSUS News we asked our
members to write to the tuna industry urging them to accept government observers on tuna boats
to enforce porpoise protection
regulations. Del Monte has informed us they are no longer in
the tuna business. We regret the
error and ask that no letters or
any other forms of protest be directed to Del Monte.
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-Leonard Rue III

A Response to a Response
We often ask members to write
letters to congressmen, government
officials, and industry leaders to
voice their opinions of actions
taken against-or for-animal
welfare. Sometimes, our members
send us the replies they receive.
Often these responses are polite,
even appreciative, but they can be
self-serving and misleading as
well. Recently, Ann Marcelletti of
Michigan serit us a letter she received from the American Tunaboat
Association (AT A) as a response
to her letter asking that a full
government observer program to
monitor the killing of porpoises in
purse seine nets be accepted by
tuna boatmen (see the Summer
1983 HSUS News). The letter,
signed by Jose E. Munoz, executive vice president, perplexed her.
"The American Tunaboat Association presents a couple of good
arguments for their side," she
wrote us. "Four .of us ... have·
formed a letter-writing pool for
different animal-welfare issues.
We 1d be curious to see if you have
an answer to their arguments."
We do. The letter from Mr. Munoz is a typical letter defending
the position of industry.
First of all, the ATA claimed
that tuna boats were voluntarily

Nix For Orcas
In a June 16 letter to the National Marine Fisheries Service,
The HSUS joined several other
animal-welfare and environmental
organizations to protest Sea
World's application to take from
the wild one hundred orcas over a
five-year period. This six-page
letter outlined the rationale
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MOVING TOWARDS 1986
"Whales Alive" Conference and IWC Meetin

hales' Hopeful Future

by Patricia Forkan

speech, spoke of the meeting as
shaping a "global morality," a code
of ethics, to help effect a transformation in public thought about what is
right and wrong for whales. It was a
rare blend of personal experiences,
scientific views, and legal and cultural discussions that set forth a new
role for IWC to begin its transformation from being part of the animal
protectionist's problem into part of
the solution.
A series of recommendations grew
out of the discussions, and these
were formally presented to the IWC
'":::0 at its July meeting. In response, the
gj IWC set up a working group to
_ _..;..._..;.....;..._ _..;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;;...;;...;;...Oioool I study the recommendations and reDemonstrators stand vigil outside the International Whaling Commission meeting in
port next year on those that fell
Brighton, England, in July.
within the "jurisdiction" of the
IWC.
Some of the recommendations were
• that governments should contindress many issues affecting whales
ue to support the IWC as the apHope's Alive for Leviathans
and other cetaceans worldwide. This
propriate body to coordinate reIn June, The HSUS and eight
unique international meeting to celesearch on cetaceans;
other organizations, including the
brate "Whales Alive" rather than
• that the IWC consider possible
International Whaling Commission,
dead set the stage for an IWC whose
means for monitoring the impact of
sponsored the first Global Conferrole would be to protect whales rather
whale-watching on the welfare and
than set slaughter quotas for them.
ence on the Non-Consumptive Utilbehavior of whales with a view to asization of Cetacean Resources, entitled:
This conference, the brainchild of
suring their proper protection;
"Whales Alive." This ground-breakDr. Robbins Barstow and the Con• that special protection areas for
ing meeting was a first step towards
necticut Cetacean Society, brought
cetaceans be created;
developing a new role for the Intertogether some of the world's most
• that the IWC consider estabnational Whaling Commission (IWC)
talented and creative people working
lishing requirements for members to
once commercial whaling ends in
to help whales, dolphins, and porsubmit basic information annually
poises. In all, 167 people, including
1986 (see the Fall 1982 HSUS
concerning the health, conditions,
News). For the whaling ban to be efwell-known whale advocates Roger
and exchanges involved in the imfective, the IWC must remain intact,
Payne and John Lilly, lawyers and
ports and exports of captive cetacea;
otherwise, whaling nations could
political activists, philosophers and
• that the IWC and other organiargue that without an international
artists, from twenty-one countries
zations and governments should enorganization there could be no ban.
made "Whales Alive" a memorable
sure that adequate consideration is
An even more important reason
gathering.
given to moral issues, such as the
for this gathering was the need to adDr. Victor Scheffer, in the closing
question of holding cetaceans in cap-

!
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tivity and using live cetaceans for
military purposes, when considering
the issuance of permits for research.
There is great optimism about
IWC's transformation. But many of
the specific recommendations will
have to originate in or be accomplished by member countries before
they can be truly effective on an international scale. One of the most
crucial questions facing IWC in 1986

will be funding. Member nations will
have to provide enough money to
make research and staffing possible.
There is no doubt, however, that
the "Whales Alive" conference was
the turning point in the human/cetacean relationship. In the future, that
relationship should be peaceful, now
that the final years of cruelty and
bloodshed against the great leviathans are drawing to a close.

Quotas for 1984 Point to Phase-Out

With the prospect of a complete
ban on whaling in 1986 staring them
in the face, those who attended this
year's International Whaling Commission June meeting in London
witnessed the usual political wrangling and quota splitting as well as
spectacular and unexpected capitulations. Peru, which began the week
fighting tooth and nail to keep its
vote, ended it by dramatically announcing its exit from whaling to
comply with the 1986 ban. Norway
saw a huge reduction-from 1,690 to
635-in its North Atlantic minke
whale quota for 1984. This cut,
coupled with an HSUS-originated
boycott of Norwegian fish (see sidebar), have put tremendous pressure
on the Norwegian government to
end its whaling activities. A quota
for bowhead whales taken by U.S.
Eskimos (see sidebar) consumed enormous quantities of time, and The
HSUS fight for an alternative to the
cold harpoon entered its tenth year.
The week began with Peru in danger of being frozen out of all voting.
A rule adopted last year denying
voting privileges to countries whose
IWC dues were unpaid caught Peru,
a whaling nation, instead of the poor
little anti-whaling countries it was
designed to thwart. Rather than accept its fate Peru put a stranglehold
~ on the proceedings until an "excep~ tion" was made and its promise to
~ pay up was accepted.
The IWC's ban on the cold harHSUS Vice President Patricia Forkan, World Wildlife Fund founder Sir Peter Scott,
poon, a cruel weapon used on nearly
television commentator Walter Cronkite, and Greenpeace International chairman
ninety percent of all whales killed
David McTaggart enjoy the whale watch sponsored by The HSUS in conjunction
with the "Whales Alive" conference.
commercially, took effect this year.

i
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A humpback whale frolics off the Massachusetts
coastline during the "Whales Alive" conference.

Japan, the U.S.S.R., Norway, and
Brazil had filed objections to this
ruling but Japan announced that it
had successfully developed and utilized an explosive harpoon on the

Bowhead Dilemma
This year, the IWC once again
had to grapple with the problem of
the Alaskan Eskimos' hunt of the
rare bowhead whale. With a total
world population estimated at
3,800 animals, the addition of
every digit to the Eskimos' quota
reverberates throughout the earth's
tiny stock. The struggle between
scientific evidence, which indicates no bowheads should be taken, and the political realities of the
Eskimos' considerable influence
over the U.S. delegation is a painful one for U.S. officials. Since
1977, when the IWC set a zero
quota for bowheads to be taken
by Eskimos, the U.S. government
has been embroiled in a domestic
fight between saving a highly endangered species and responding
to the vociferous demands of the
Eskimo community. The Eskimos
have documented a cultural and
dietary requirement for twentysix whales per year, but no needs
can be filled if there are no whales!
The Eskimo hunting techniques
make many additional strikes
(not immediately fatal woundings) necessary, so the number of
actual strikes made must also be
monitored by the IWC. In 1977, it
set a zero quota for Eskimotaken bowhead whales, a move
which stunned the Eskimo community. Eskimos demanded that
the U.S. file an objection to the
IWC decision, but The HSUS and
others fought successfully all the
way to the Supreme Court to keep
the U.S. conservationist role
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small minke whales. The other three
whaling nations continue to use the
cold harpoon in contravention of the
ban. Norway's efforts to seek alternatives to this inhumane weapon have

strong. Since then, an ugly, embarrassing, and sad battle between Eskimo and protectionist
interests has gone on nearly every
year. This year, the Eskimo community pressured the U.S. government into agreeing to seek a
quota of thirty-five whales for
1984, nearly twice as many as in
1983 and virtually the entire
number added to bowhead stocks
annually! The HSUS and others
fought the U.S. position and were
vindicated when the IWC scientific committee recommended that
fewer than twenty-two animals
be struck next year.
To their credit, the Eskimos have
cooperated in trying to increase
their hunting efficiency and have
even funded several years worth
of scientific research on bowhead
biology. The HSUS has supported
low quotas for Eskimo bowhead
whales (rather than no quota at
all) because, without an Eskimo
agreement, enforcement of any
quota would be impossible. After
hours of debate, politics, counterproposals, and personal pleas,
agreement came: no more than forty-three bowheads are to be struck
during the next two years (but no
more than twenty-seven in any
year) with additional scientific review possible in 1984.
Although it seems a small victory for animal welfare, every
bowhead saved is one more to repopulate decimated stocks. The
bowhead isn't safe yet, but, through
marathon battles like the one at
this year's meeting, it is a few digits closer to that goal.

lagged. It might have an alternative
ready for use next year if tests prove
it to be safe for whaling crews.
Quotas were reduced from a total
of 12,577 whales to be killed this
year to about 9,900 for 1984. Generally, those countries which have
agreed to abide by the moratorium
fared better in getting lenient phaseout quotas than those still opposing
it. Chile announced it had already
closed its whaling business this
summer-nearly two years early!

Spain, Brazil, Iceland, South Korea,
and now Peru have confirmed their
intention to end commercial whaling
by 1986. Each has a phase-out quota.
The Japanese and the U.S.S.R. continue to kill the most whales, primarily minke whales in the southern
hemisphere. Japan also hunts minke,
bryde, and sperm whales off its coast.
Norway suffered the most severe
quota reduction which means an end
to its export of minke whale meat to
Japan. A major dispute with Peru
over that country's allocation of
Bryde's whales ended abruptly when
Peru announced it was getting out of
whaling and withdrew its objection.

Boycott Strikes Its Blows

The International Whaling Commission's
representative from the Soviet Union
leaves a meeting to avoid answering
questions about the U.S.S.R. 's use of its
precious quota of 179 gray whales to feed
mink on Soviet mink farms. This was just
another example of Soviet evasiveness
in dealing with international matters.
The Humane Society News • Fall1983

The HSUS nationwide campaign
not to buy fish from objecting nations has hit where it hurts (see
the Spring 1983 HSUS News).
Prior to this year's IWC meeting,
we received many letters from
U.S. companies saying they were
not purchasing from Japan, the
U.S.S.R., Norway, or Peru. The Peruvian government folded under a
multitude of pressures including
the boycott and withdrew its objection to the mor'atorium on the
last day of the IWC meeting.
Peru is now officially off the
HSUS fish boycott list.
The other whaling nations are
also getting the message. A highlevel state department official
hand-carried our anti-whaling
material to a meeting in Norway
in June. When he showed N orwegian representatives the extent of
our campaign, they became quite
upset. At the IWC meeting, HSUS
Vice President Patricia Forkan was
pressured continuously to end our
campaign by the Norwegian delegation. They contended that Nor-
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Whale-watchers are impressed by the display put on by a humpback whale near the
Dolphin IV. These whales are long-term New England residents and are easily recognized individually by observers.

In a tense moment during the
debate on the Soviet kill of 179
California gray whales, Oman (an
anti-whaling nation in the Middle
East) proposed they accept international observers to determine just
how the whales meat is utilized. The
Soviets have consistently refused to
provide data of any kind on this
hunt and they deny allegations that

wegians support the whaling industry and that we were forcing
our moral views on their country.
Obviously, we would prefer not
to boycott Norwegian fish and we
look forward to the day when Norway decides to end whaling. In
the meantime, we are supporting
a group in Norway called the Norwegian Whale Protection Project
which wants an end to whaling.
The Project plans to develop and
publish materials for the Norwegian public so it can hear all sides
of this important issue. They
have asked the U.S. groups to
concentrate primarily on Norwegian sardines because those companies also can whale meat.
Japan was heavily penalized
this year as a result of its objection to the 1986 ban. The U.S. reduced by more than 100,000 tons
the amount of fish the Japanese
may take from U.S. waters. This
is part of an effort by the U.S. to
convince whaling nations to abide
by international decisions. Sen.
Bob Packwood of Oregon deserves
credit for his efforts to save
whales. In June, he sheparded a

the meat is used to feed mink ranched
for fur. The challenge to accept observers was ignored. They have promised to provide some information
next year. That remains to be seen.
Patricia Forkan is vice president of
The HSUS. She has attended meetings of the IWC for ten years.

resolution through the Senate
that urges the U.S. to use all diplomatic and legal means to achieve
worldwide compliance with the
IWC's moratorium on commercial
whaling.
It now falls to Secretary of
State George Shultz and President Reagan to implement our domestic laws fully to bring to a
close the final chapter of the whaling industry's history. Secretary
Shultz can impose further restrictions on Japanese fishing within
our 200-mile limit. We must ask
President Reagan to discuss the
moratorium at his November summit meeting in Japan. Please write
to Secretary of State Shultz
(Dept. of State, 2201 C Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20520)
and President Reagan (The White
House, 1600 Pennsylvania A venue,
Washington, D.C.). Tell them you
totally support enforcing U.S.
laws to protect whales.
The HSUS is calling on its members to continue the pressure on
Japan, Norway, and the U.S.S.R.
We can do wonders over the next
year.
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The ~urth Amer-ican
131ack ()uck

Twenty-eight
Years of Failure
in American
Wildlife
Management
by John Grandy
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The population of the North
American black duck has declined
drastically and steadily since 1955.
In spite of this decline, which has
now exceeded sixty percent of the
population, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has failed to take
consistent and sustained regulatory
action to allow restoration of the
population.
In 1968, a black duck symposium
held in Chestertown, Maryland, convened most of the then-acknowledged
experts on black ducks; the participants concluded that the black duck
population was at its lowest level in
about twenty years and that the
FWS should undertake a program of
major regulatory restrictions aimed
at restoring the population. Natwithstanding that recommendation,
since 1968, regulations have, in sum,
only been liberalized and, indeed,
each year since 1970, regulations
have been more liberal than they
were in 1968. Furthermore, the numbers of hunters increased by fortyfive percent in the Atlantic and Mississippi flyways from 1968 to 1982,
thus compounding the effect of the
liberalized season.
In 1980, the FWS published the
migratory bird program management
document in which it established a
goal of attaining an index level of
450,000 wintering black ducks by
1982. However, during the years 19791982, the FWS took not one regula-

tory action aimed at achieving that
goal and the goal was never approached,
much less achieved.
The population has declined steadily since 1968. Since then, numerous
studies have been conducted on the
cause of the decline. None of these
studies has proven conclusively and
irrefutably that hunting is the cause
or only cause of decline. However, beginning in 1968, all of those studying
the black duck have noted that hunting is the major cause of black duck
mortality and most have concluded
that hunting is the most likely cause
of the black duck decline.
Four of these studies deserve particular note. In 1976, W.F. Crissey,
who had been chief of the FWS migratory bird population station for
ten years, evaluated, directly and indirectly, hunting and other forms of
black duck mortality. He concluded
that hunting was the likely cause of
the population decline. In 1980, the
FWS labeled the continuing decline
of the black duck population the
twentieth most important resource
problem facing the United States.
The FWS convened a meeting of
some twenty waterfowl, coastal, and
estuarine experts to examine the
problems facing the black duck. These
experts, after evaluating all potential hunting and non-hunting mortality factors, conCluded: ''that the
declining numbers of black ducks
are primarily the result of annual
mortality that exceeds production.
Most of that mortality is directly related to hunting.''

Finally, in 1982, both the black
duck committee of the Atlantic Waterfowl Council and the doctoral dissertation of atlantic flyway biologist
Dr. Warren W. Blandin concluded that
hunting of black ducks was causing
the population decline.
While even these "conclusions"
are theoretically debatable in that
one may never know with absolute
certainty which, amongst many, mortality factors would have killed the
ducks that would have nested, it is
only reasonable to assume that when,
as in black ducks, hunting is the
known cause of more than fifty percent of total annual mortality and
other mortality causes have been examined and found to be within reasonable, natural limits, hunting
must be considered the most likely
cause of decline. Furthermore, as the
attendees at the "black duck symposium" (The Black Duck: Evaluation,
Management, and Research: A Symposium) and numerous others have
noted, hunting mortality is the only
mortality factor which wildlife managers can control, at least in the
short run.
But for the North American black
duck, this has clearly not been done.
Once the black duck was a major
breeding bird in most of the eastern
one-third to one-half of the United
States. Now, its only significant
breeding populations in the United
States are in the extreme northeast
(Massachusetts, Maine, et. al.), and
even there, suitable breeding habitat
remains vacant and overall black
duck productivity (in terms of young
per breeding female) remains high.
Taken together, these facts are indicative of breeding habitat which is
notably understocked relative to "carrying capacity" and where debilitative factors which reduce productivity are not a serious factor. Similarly,
there is no evidence that winter mortality or habitat loss is a cause of the
continuing population decline. Winter
habitat has been destroyed, but, fortunately, not in sufficient quantities
to have caused the severe and contin-
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uing population decline. Similarly,
while hybridization with the mallard
is no doubt a drain on the black duck
population, it cannot be implicated
as the cause of its decline. Rather,
the existence of understocked breeding habitat, the high productivity,

and the analyses .of a number of experts suggest that this factor, while
feasibly of increasing importance, is
not implicated as the cause of the
decline.
Why has the FWS allowed this situation to develop without taking
corrective action? Why has FWS ignored the guiding tenet of wildlife
management that the first duty is to
preserve and protect the population
base? Why has FWS consistently ignored the principle that mortality
due to sport hunting is the one form
of mortality that wildlife managers
can control? Why has FWS consistently ignored the best recommendations
and suggestions of its own experts
that hunting be severely limited to
allow the population to rebuild to
the extent possible? After all, the
annual kill of black ducks is about
700,000; hunting causes between fifty and sixty percent of the total annual mortality; and the population
has continued its gradual decline
and will undoubtedly never be able
to recover its population (even if
hunting mortality ends immediately) in some portions of its former
range from which it has been elimi-
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nated. The answer, while it is perhaps best exemplified by the case of
the black duck, is also important for
many other species of American wildlife, because this case is not an anomaly.
Reasons for the failure of the FWS
and officials responsible for the
black duck to "bite the bullet" and
provide the species necessary protection can only be inferred from the
official literature of those involved.
Obviously, no employees, even mavericks, inside a governmental agency
can spend much time criticizing the
official position of their employer
and still be employed. And, most potential employers in the wildlife
management field are linked directly
or indirectly through contributions
of funds, cooperative working relationships, professional societies, and
other similar "ties that bind." While
these ties are essential for the timely
transfer of information among professionals, they also tend to inhibit
critical analyses of the management
actions of one's associates. Yet, some
candid and revealing remarks bear
repeating for their illustrative value.
"The thing that really emerges
for me is that I cannot see where
there is any need for more research
on black ducks. It seems to me
that what you have been showing
is that the place where we need
the effort is on the relation between hunting and the public we
are dealing with. By continuing to
press for studies on production,
which seems to me from the data
available to be essentially stable
looking at the total picture, we
are merely trying to put off the
evil day when we have to make
unpalatable decisions. " (H. Boyd,
biologist with the Canadian Wildlife Service, 1968)
"It seems to me that administrators are at a point where they
can make one of three decisions:
(1) they can recognize that the resource is in trouble and that a reduced harvest is necessary ... (2)
they can decide that realistically

the hunter is too powerful a constituency to buck and continue
the present regulations knowing
that the population will remain
permanently depressed, and (3)
they can pass the buck by declaring the need for more research into all phases of black duck ecology and put off hard decisions for
several years." (F.B. McGilvery,
research biologist with the U.S.
FWS, 1974)
"We should consider the hunter
and the species collectively. We
say we want to improve the status of the black duck and, if we
do, we are not going to do it by
defending the current status to
keep the sportsman happy because
we are progressively taking it
away from them by doing so." (W.
W. Blandin, Atlantic flyway biologist, 1981)

These comments of experienced
FWS biologists indicate that one
reason for the failure of the management community to take effective
protective action for the black duck
is the necessity for making "hard,"
"unpalatable," or "difficult" decisions. This is due to the fact that the
black duck is a species highly desired
by hunters. Decisions described as

The HSUS Fights for
Black Ducks
The HSUS filed suit in the fall of
1982 to stop the killing of black
ducks in the United States. Unfortunately, the suit was unsuccessful, and the court allowed the
hunting season to progress, based
in part on the Fish and Wildlife
Service promise to take action in
1983 to restore the black duck
population. However, true to
form, Fish and Wildlife Service
action in 1983 has been minimal
and accompanied by all of the
same old reasons for not protecting the animals. As a result, The
HSUS has written to the governors of New England states asking that they unilaterally act to
protect black ducks. We plan additional legal action as well.
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"hard" or "unpalatable" are decisions which hunters would find hard
to accept or unpalatable. Hunters,
being the primary influential constituency of state fish and wildlife agencies and the FWS, have an inordinate influence over decisions, and
if administrators believe that many
hunters will find a prospective decision unpalatable, there will be-as
there has been in the case of the
black duck-an aversion to making
the decision.
In the case of the black duck, this
unpalatability is heightened because
even though the black duck population has declined markedly, it is still
very important in the average
"hunter's bag" (and is one of a
relatively small number of ducks to
be shot) throughout the New England states. In other words, even
though the black duck population
has declined by about sixty percent,
hunters in New England and as far
south as New Jersey still ''see a lot.''
Hunters would, it has been widely
perceived, be "upset" if they "see a
lot'' of black ducks and cannot shoot
them. Thus, as the Blandin quote
makes clear, one reason for failing to
take action and defending the status
quo has been the desire to "keep the
sportsman happy.''
" ... There is a question about
how a reduction in harvest should
be accomplished-and at this point
politics rears its ugly head." (W.
F. Crissey, former FWS Chief of
Migratory Bird Management, 1976)

In the case of setting regulations,
political influence can take a wide
variety of forms. The most basic one
is the one to which Dr. Crissey alludes: perceived political equity.
Each state and, indeed, each country in the Atlantic flyway wants to
be treated equally politically. One
state does not want to take action
that will make its hunters unhappy
and which will benefit the other
states unless the other states take a
similar action. The same analogy applies somewhat less rigidly to actions of the U.S. and Canada.
This reaction, which is fully understandable as a matter of perceived political equity, is a major deterrent to having the individual
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states in the Atlantic flyway agree
on a common plan of action. The problem is that political equity or equality often does not comport with biological necessity or management
needs.
As a hypothetical example, some
states may not wish to reduce kill of
black ducks, because they do not
have many black ducks and their
hunters cannot distinguish them
from other ducks, or because they
have "plenty" and want their hunters
to shoot them regardless of the
overall status of the population. In
such circumstances, the easiest and
most common reaction is for the
states to maintain the status quo.
And the detrimental impact of this
phenomenon is compounded since,
for whatever reasons, the FWS consistently fails to exert "leadership"
on any group of state fish and wildlife agencies unless it obtains unanimous or nearly unanimous agreement
beforehand.
For example, consider what occurred in setting the 1982-83 black
duck season in the Atlantic flyway.
Maine biologists believed that the
black duck season should be closed
throughout the flyway and in Maine
and so recommended. Atlantic flyway waterfowl biologists could all
agree that at least some restrictions
on kill were necessary beginning in
1982. However, at the Atlantic Waterfowl Council summer meeting
(where all states in the Atlantic flyway met to "agree" on seasons to be
recommended to FWS), some states
(most notably New Jersey) objected
to any restrictions in 1982. The FWS
did not want to impose restrictions
without agreement from the states
and some protective action from Canada. The result was that the Atlantic
Waterfowl Council voted to put off
any restrictions until at least 1983.
Subsequently, Maine refused to
close the season in 1982 because political officials in Maine believed it
would be "unfair" to Maine's hunters
unless the other Atlantic flyway
states also closed the season.
Maine's compromise was to adopt
regulations designed to reduce the

kill by about fifty percent. The
regulations they adopted were designed to avoid, as much as possible,
shooting black ducks that bred or
were hatched in Maine while allowing hunters to kill migrants from
Canada. Such a decision made perfect political sense for Maine, but
largely ignored the needs of the
black duck. Indeed, throughout the
process, the needs of the black duck
had been consistently relegated to a
lower status than was preserving the
status quo.

"I am pleased with the way you
show that the apparent decline in
numbers may not be a reality and
that hunting may not be preventing population increase. Those
two points will be our main defense against external pressures
for closure and other attacks
which could prevent us from implementing the plan. " (A. Reed,
biologist, Canadian Wildlife Service, to H.E. Spencer, biologist,
1980)

This quote elucidates another
reason for failing to protect the
black duck which is particularly
ironic. The author notes that these
two points will be the main defense
against efforts to close the black
duck hunting season so that Canada
can implement "the plan," which
called for relatively modest reductions in black duck kill.
In my view, the reason for the
author's concern is an increasingly
apparent fear in much of the wildlife
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management community of closing
hunting seasons. In the black duck
situation, the fear of many officials
of closing the season is that the
season may never be reopened, the
"anti-hunting element" may be
credited with a victory, and/or the
agencies affected will lose support
and/or revenues (since hunter constituencies and/or license fees are very
important to FWS, CWS, and state
and provincial agencies).
The point is, however, that, all
arguments about hunting and anti-hunting aside, wildlife biologists
have always maintained that their
first duty was to protect and preserve viable wildlife populations, presumably throughout their ranges.
Yet, the resistance to making necessary restrictions engendered by this
fear is tantamount to putting the
welfare of hunters and hunting above
the welfare of the black duck populations in question. Ironically, in a
case like the black duck's where the
population has declined markedly,
such fear-engendered action (or inaction) only gives anti-hunters and nonhunters more reasons to be against
hunting.
There is, in my view, another reason for the FWS failure to act. The
black duck decline has occurred
slowly, except in the late 1950's.
FWS personnel and others, as scientists, did not want to "overreact,"
particularly in light of political
pressures and group pressure to
maintain the status quo. For that
reason, beginning with the serious
advocacy of major restrictions on
black duck hunting (as represented
by the 1968 black duck symposium),
cautious and politically aware officials resisted making the recommended restrictions, and they were
not made. Officials began to rationalize, in spite of the continuing population decline, and to develop "reasons'' for not taking regulatory action to protect black ducks and stop
the population decline.

Eventually, having these rationalizations continue to be accepted and
believed became, in my view, a matter on which those involved felt that
their professional integrity or credibility depended. For example, to admit finally that the population was
declining or in trouble would have
been to lose "face" or professional
credibility. At that point, the arguments became nearly self-generating.
Each rationalization for not taking
action begat another rationalization
for not taking regulatory action.
These rationalizations have now
reversed the wildlife manager's duty
to take action to limit kill as the major technique to preserve populations. Yet, the FWS now supports
its decision not to close the 1983
black duck season by stating in its
1982 report, "Final Frameworks for
Late-Season Migratory Bird Hunting
Regulations": "There is no demonstrable cause and effect relationship
between harvest kill level and the
size of the continental black duck
population" [emphasis added].
An analysis of the final, and overriding, reason for the failure of the
FWS regulatory system with respect
to the black duck was conducted in
1976 by Ted Williams (former editor
of the Massachusetts Fish and Wildlife Agency magazine, Massachusetts Wildlife) in the prestigious
Gray's Sporting Journal. Mr. Williams concluded:
"And indeed, it appears that
the management complex has permitted the black to be sorely overshot. Since the peak in the mid-fifties, hunters have annually accounted for between fifteen and
twenty-five percent of the population, certainly a significant
chunk when you consider the other pressures on the species. Furthermore, in the current black
duck population there is an abnor-

mally high percentage of juveniles-a solid indication in any
species of heavy mortality among
adults. Although the daily bag
limit was cut from four to two
quite a while after it became evident that the black duck was in
serious trouble, the number of
black duck hunters has since doubled. Thus, despite the attempted
cutback, the rate of harvest has
essentially remained constant. As
one courageous federal waterfowl
biologist publicly declared ... increased hunting pressure has nullified much of the management effort. Administrators must decide
on a population objective for the
black duck. If they sanction a program of population increase, they
must recognize that the measures
necessary to achieve that objective will hurt!
"Sadly, however, the management bosses who dictate fish and
wildlife policy lack self-discipline.
The problem is that they are funded
almost entirely by sportsmenthe very party they are obligated
to regulate and educate. Imagine
the curriculum at a school where
the children signed the teachers'
paychecks. The current set-up is
as unfair to sportsmen- whose
long-term best interests are not being served-as it is to non-sporting conservationists who are denied representation in conservation
decision making.
"Managers have traditionally
employed winter counts as a tool
for setting waterfowl seasons.

Yet, last year when a group of
conservation organizations, calling themselves The Friends of the
Black Duck, argued for a brief
moratorium on black duck hunting, citing twenty-one years of
dwindling winter counts as evidence of the need, they were informed by the management complex that the counts were unreliable. Managers can't have it both
ways. Winter counts can't be effective tools for modern game
management when they want to
sell licenses and worthless guesstimates when someone wants to
limit immediate hunting opportunity.
"When the conservation group
communicated their concern over
the black duck's plight to some of
the fish and game departments in
the Atlantic flyway, they received
the most curious responses- to
the effect that the black was such
a popular game species that hunters
couldn't be asked to refrain from
shooting out the resource. Typical
of this doublethink was the astonishing declaration of the migratory
bird research leader of Maine.
"I'm sure you're aware, " said he,
"that the black duck is the only
significant puddle duck in most of
the Northeast and to deprive Maine
hunters of any chance to harvest
some would create very serious sociological problems" [emphasis added].
"The trouble with fish and
game departments these days is
that they don't manage fish and
game, they manage sportsmen; and
they aren't staffed by biologists,
they're staffed by sociologists.
The concern is not for the problems of the black duck hunter of
1980. It is for the appetites of the
vociferous, a typical black duck
hunter of the moment- the one
breathing down the manager's neck.
Such is the effect of special-interest funding on professional principles."

Although Williams utilizes rhetoric and broad generalizations, his
broad conclusions are, in my view,
compelling and essentially accurate.
Unfortunately, Williams omits, probably because of his familiarity with
the regulatory process, substantial
and critical portions of the analysis.
First, the black duck is valuable:
even in reduced numbers, it is still
the prize duck for hunters in New
England states. Many hunters view
success in killing a black duck as an
indication of their skill as hunters.
Thus, the black duck is valuable, beyond any monetary value, to the individual hunter who esteems the
black duck as a trophy, prize, or
symbol of excellence. For avid hunters who do not know or do not care
about the decline of the black duck,
there is a powerful lobby for continued or increased hunting of black
ducks; even hunters who do know
and do care will be intimidated from
taking on their fellow hunters and
changing the status quo.
Furthermore, the black duck is of
critical value-or is thought to be of
critical value-to the state fish and
wildlife (or conservation) agencies of
the individual states in New England. License fees largely support
the operations of these agencies. It
is widely believed in much of New
England that if hunters could not
hunt black ducks, many would not
hunt, thus substantially reducing
the revenues that pay for salaries
and programs of the agencies. And
inevitably in the Atlantic Waterfowl
Council, there is the feeling that "I'll
help you with your seasons (and license fees), if you help me with
mine.''

The key to the failure of the regulatory system is, in my view, the
real or perceived value of black ducks
to the hunter or to the bureaucracy
which is dependent upon hunting license fees and/or a hunter constituency. Without the value of license
fees there would be little concern
over closing a season. Without the
value, there would not be an influential constituency composed almost
solely of hunters. Without the value,
the political pressure would not be
for equity in opportunities to kill, but
rather for preserving the species.
Without the value, politicians and
others would not feel the same political pressures for preserving the status quo and building rationalizations.
In case after case, to varying degrees, this pattern of yielding to vocal consumptive interests (or just
failing to take action) to the detriment of wildlife has become apparent wherever the wildlife species at
issue is perceived as valuable for
recreational, trophy, or commercial
purposes, or is perceived as having
great significance for generating
hunter interest and license fees; and
wherever active demand exceeds the
capacity of the species for regeneration. This pattern has been apparent
most recently with respect to bobcats and east coast striped bass, and
is becoming increasingly apparent
with respect to regulations concerning highly sought-after species of
waterfowl such as mallards, canvasbacks, and pintails, all of which
are currently at or near historic low
population levels, and all of which
have been subject to essentially the
same regulations for many years.
Unless corrective action is taken,
black duck-like regulatory failures
will increase if waterfowl and other
wildlife populations decline, while
hunter pressure on and demand for
the species remain high.
John W. Grandy is vice president of
wildlife and the environment for The
HSUS. This article is an abridged
version of two articles appearing in
The International Journal for the
Studyof Animal Problems, published
by TheHSUS.

Illustrations by Sigrid Bruch
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The USUS Introduces
Two New Periodicals This Fall
Kind News I, for children in grades one, two, and three, offers many of the same stories as does Kind News II, for older children, but it is written for the different skills
and aptitudes of younger readers.

Kind News Promises a
Bright New Approach for Children
This September, The HSUS began
to publish Kind News, a tabloid newspaper for children that replaces Kind
magazine. Designed to reach larger
numbers of children-including those
whose families don't provide humane
reading material-Kind News is to
be distributed through educators and
interested adults rather than by individual subscription. "Although Kind
magazine had a very loyal following,
it was too expensive for wide distribution by teachers and animal-welfare organizations,'' explains Kathy
Savesky, director of The HSUS's education division. "Most of the readers
came from families where the development of humane attitudes was already encouraged, and Kind was used
as a tool to help in this process. We
are hoping that Kind News will help
us reach a broader audience, including those children who would not
otherwise be exposed to a humane
perspective.''
Helping young people develop responsible, caring attitudes toward
the animals that share their world
has been a .priority for The HSUS
since its founding. Beginning with
the formation of U.S. Kindness Clubs
in 1969 and continuing with the introduction and expansion of Kind
magazine in the 1970's, an increasing
number of American children have
been reading and learning to care
about animals through our children's
publications.
Kind News, with its colorful
newspaper format, makes reading
about animals fun for the young
reader. Its four-page length is not
intimidating to children and brief
14

enough for a child to digest in one
sitting.
In order to reach a varied age
group, the new Kind News is being
published at two levels: Kind News
I for children in grades one to three
and Kind News II for children in
grades four to six. The editions contain similar stories and photos, but
Kind News I contains simpler vocabulary and concepts more appropriate for young children. Both editions
focus on news stories about animals,
animal issues, and people-especially
children-who are working to help
animals. Each issue of Kind News
also carries games or puzzles, project ideas, letters or comments from
young people, and much more. A special feature appearing each quarter is
the Kind News button. Young readers
are asked to summarize what they
have learned in the issue by creating
a slogan for a blank button. Beginning with the December 1983 issue,
Kind News will also feature a regular
cartoon strip starring "Observ-Ant,"
a likeable character who makes observations about the ways in which
humans and animals interact in the
world.
Kind News is not available on a
single-subscription basis for individual children. Instead, adults subscribe to Kind News in packets of
thirty-five copies of one level and
then distribute the newspapers to children. A one-year subscription to
Kind News costs ten dollars and entitles the subscriber to four packets
of either Kind News I or Kind News
II, one packet every three months.
Individuals who want to receive more

The Kind News staff enjoys the first issue: from left, Humane Education Editor
Lorraine Holden, Kind News Editor Vicki Parker, and NAAHE director Kathy
Savesky.

than thirty-five copies of one level
or would like to subscribe to both
levels can purchase additional subscriptions (in packets of thirty-five)
for only five dollars each.
Depending upon adults to bring
Kind News to children is an important element in this new approach to
reaching young people. "A major problem for any children's periodical is
attracting young people and maintaining their interest over a long
period of time," says Ms. Savesky.
"Renewal rates are very low for children's magazines. Few children stay
interested for more than a year or
two, or they simply outgrow the
publication. Promotional activities
are costly and time-consuming. Kind
magazine experienced all of these
problems. The new distribution system for Kind News should help overcome them. Adults who find Kind
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News to be a valuable tool for humane education are more likely to renew over a longer period of time, and
as the children they work with grow
older, the same subscribers will be
reaching new groups of young people."
In order to better coordinate and
unify its humane education activities, The HSUS moved production of
the new Kind News under its education division, the National Association for the Advancement of Humane
Education (NAAHE), which has its
headquarters in East Haddam, Connecticut. Publication dates for the
children's newspaper now parallel
those for NAAHE 's quarterly teachers' magazine, Humane Education,
and the theme of each Kind News
relates directly to the subject of one
or more of the articles in the adult
periodical. ''Although the publications
are written to be used independently
and have separate subscription rates,
Humane Education readers who also subscribe to Kind News will benefit by receiving reading material for
children that supports the teaching
activities in the magazine," says Lorraine Holden, editor of Humane Education and a contributing writer for
Kind News. "Educators who are using
Kind News with their children can
use the activities in Humane Education to enhance the learning experience.''
In order to encourage educators to
use both publications, the two will
be promoted together. A subscription discount for Kind News is
available for NAAHE members. Membership in NAAHE and a subscription to Kind News cost ten dollars
each when purchased separately; the
two together are fifteen dollars.
Kind News's low bulk price makes
it an economical vehicle for use by
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those local animal-welfare and animal-control organizations which in
the past may have found Kind too
expensive for wide distribution. For
a very low yearly cost, local agencies
can receive Kind News each quarter
and use the copies in a myriad of
ways. They can distribute them to
their youth membership, junior volunteers, or Kindness Club members
as a newsletter. (Each issue has a
place for the sponsoring organization to stamp its group name and affix a mailing label if necessary.)
They can donate them to community schools or interested teachers
who support the agency education
programming. They can use them as
handouts for children who tour the
shelter, or as part of a classroom program, or for resale over-the-counter
in the shelter's receiving area or gift
shop. They can distribute them in
bulk to veterinarians, doctors, dentists, and others who may be willing
to add Kind News to their waiting
room reading material. Finally, they
can stuff them in newsletters for
teachers or members of the organi~
zation.
Parents and grandparents who
want to assure that their children
read Kind News or HSUS members
who have been giving Kind to the
special children in their lives are invited to provide gift subscriptions
for their child's favorite teacher or
class.
"The introduction of Kind News
by The HSUS provides humane educators with an affordable and educational tool and offers children an inviting way to learn about animals
and the contribution humans can
make to animals' well-being," summarizes Ms. Savesky. For more information, write Kind News, Box
362, East Haddam, CT 06423.

The
Animal Activist
Alert Rushes
Legislative
News to Activist
Members

For the last seven years, whenever
The HSUS has faced a legislative
crisis in which immediate grassroots
action was needed, our Action Alert
Team has answered the call. This
special group of HSUS members
from all over the country is galvanized
into action by HSUS mailings on
specific animal-welfare issues of
local, regional, or national significance.
Action Alert members write letters,
send telegrams, and make telephone
calls to their legislators urging them
to support animal-welfare issues. Because the amount of legislation involving animals is increasing at all levels
of government and because that legislation is constantly changing-often
on a daily basis-The HSUS is
launching a newsletter written especially for the devoted and informed
Action Alert Team member. The Animal Activist Alert will be sent quarterly to the HSUS Action Alert
Team. The HSUS will continue to
send Action Alert briefings on crucial issues to small, state- or districtwide segments of the Action Alert
mailing list as we have in the past,
but the Animal Activist Alert will
provide in-depth information on the
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Seven Years of Success
A colorfu~ newsy layout gives Kind News the eye appeal that should make it popular
with children of all ages.

legislative process to the entire Action Alert Team on a regular basis.
"With the publication of the Animal Activist Alert, The HSUS will
be able to provide our Action Alert
Team with inside, up-to-date infor-

Action Alert Program

I pledge to make every possible effort to respond with letters or telegrams as requested by the Animal
Activist Alert and HSUS Action
Alerts. Please add me to The HSUS
Action Alert Team.
Signature: __________
Name: ____________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Activist Telephone Network
(Optional)
Please also add my name to the Activist Telephone Network. I understand that in a crisis when immediate action is needed, I will be called
by an HSUS staff person who will
explain the pressing issue. I will
then call my own congressman, pass
on the information I was given, and
encourage him to vote to protect animals.

Signature: __________
Phone: ____________
Mail to: The HSUS Action Alert
Team, 2100 L St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20037.
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mation on fast-breaking legislative
changes," explained Editor Martha
Finney. HSUS Director of Legislative Affairs Martha Hamby and Coordinator for State Legislation Ann
Church will be regular contributors
to the Alert, providing readers with
unique perspectives on Capitol Hill
and state-by-state trends.
In a bright yellow-and-black,
four-page, tabloid format, the Animal Activist Alert will also concentrate on federal agency developments such as funding for regional
primate centers and appropriations
measures, practical ways to fight
discrimination against pet owners,
and tips on how to get your own activities recognized by your local legislators and media.
Early issues of the Alert (the first
will appear in October) will contain
nuts-and-bolts information on how
to fight pound seizure laws in your
community; how to persuade landlords to allow pets in rental housing;
how federal funding of primate centers guarantees prestige for the researchers and waste for the taxpayer;
how to write a letter to your legislator that will really get results; and
how to influence legislation on Capitol Hill by doing more than just
writing a letter. Although some of
these subjects have been discussed
in The HSUS News, none has been
explained with the legislatively-oriented member in mind. (Of course,
The HSUS News will continue to
carry a complete Federal Report in
every issue for the entire HSUS
membership.)
The Animal Activist Alert will
provide the tools and the knowledge
that the activist needs to make a difference on both local and national
levels. It will be automatically sent to
Action Alert Team members free-of-

The HSUS Action Alert Team
was first mobilized in 1976 when
the U.S. Congress wrote Animal
Welfare Act amendments which
would add regulations concerning
pet transportation. At that time,
puppy-mill puppies were being
shipped throughout the United
States in flimsy, unsafe containers. Luggage and other heavy boxes
would fall on the crates during the
journey and crush pups to death.
At the request of The HSUS,
members wrote letters to President Gerald Ford urging him to
support the bill to protect these
animals. The bill was passed, and
with that overwhelming success,
the Action Alert Team was born.
Since its beginning, the Action
Alert Team has tackled such issues as cockfighting, hunter harassment legislation, racehorse drugging, seal hunts, wild horses, and
care and use of laboratory animals. Most recently, Texas Action
Alert members helped defeat a bill
that would have legalized horse
racing in that state. Other victories are sure to follow.

charge. Only those HSUS members
who are on the team may receive this
newsletter, but all HSUS members
can join the team! If you would like
to receive the Animal Activist Alert
and be ~art of the Action Alert Team,
please fill out the coupon.
You will then receive the newsletter and periodic Action Alerts requesting that you immediately write
or telephone your legislator to indicate how you stand on the pending
issue concerning the welfare of animals. Sorry, because of Internal
Revenue Service restrictions, only
dues-paying members (ten dollars
or more annually) may be on our Action Alert Team.
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by Ann Church

is no secret that the scale-down
in federal aid has hit state treasuries
hard. Legislators looking for other
sources of income to make up for
lost ~ederal revenue have often eyed
legalized dog and horse racing as a
way of painlessly adding to state
coffers.
Dog and horse racing may be painless to the lawmakers and to those
few bettors who end up ahead at the
end of a day at the track, but they
are sources of misery for thousands
of animals raced and abused in this
country every year.
Dogs, horses, and other animals
involved in racing are business tools
of their trainers, owners, and riders.
Although a Triple Crown winner like
Secretariat makes an enormous amount
of money for its owner and is, often,
royally treated for the rest of its life
there are thousands of horses that
endure miserable existences-and
even die on the race track- in order
to try to live up to the hopes of their
owners and trainers. Many racing fans
may see sleek, gleaming animals
parade to the starting gate, but what
they don't see would shock and disgust them. The HSUS does see what
happens. We see the fatal injuries
-the result of joint stress overload,
poor track conditions, and drug
abuse-taking place literally on the
finish line. We see greyhounds trained
by chasing and killing live rabbits
dangled before them. If dog racing
and horse racing are legal in your
state, you may already know of these
tragic and horrifying consequences.
If they are not legal, you may have
to fight against a well-financed campaign to legalize racing in your
state.
The most common method of legalizing racing is for a state legislature
to enact a law. There are other ways,
however. In Minnesota, for example,
a constitutional amendment voted
upon in a general election is required
to legalize any form of racing. In
1982, the effort to legalize horse racing was successful; now, Governor
Rudy Perpich has announced the formation of a group to spearhead the
campaign to legalize dog racing in
1984. For this battle, however,
animal-welfare forces have enough
advance warning to make defeat for
the measure a strong possibility.
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Why Horse Racing Is Cruel run full out on an injured leg. This

In West Virginia, where racing is
legal on a state-wide basis, a different fight is being waged. There,
residents can vote to prohibit racing
in their county specifically by gathering enough signatures to put the
issue on the ballot. If the majority of
voters rejects racing, the county will
be racing-free. Recently, citizens of
Kanawha County waged a gallant
effort to thwart racing interests
there, but they fell short of gathering the 10,000 signatures needed for
ballot approval. A public notice
printed in the newspaper announcing the advent of racing was not noticed by anti-racing groups until too
little time remained to mount opposition. However, The HSUS's Bob
Baker did work with local humane activists and religious groups in their
efforts against racing. Our publicizing of racing's abuses may eventually force the racing industry-which,
after all, depends on public tolerance
for its existence-to address its
many problems.
In Massachusetts, the situation is
different. There, instead of local
communities bearing the burden of
keeping racing out, racing proponents must act to have it established
by affirmative vote. Opponents of
racing have been successful in keeping racing out of seveFal areas in
that state under this system.
In other states where the legislature has failed to enact enabling legislation to allow racing, racing's
backers have worked to put the question on the ballot at the local or state
level. In this way, they feel that they
can apply pressure on state legislatures to legalize racing. Because so
18

few people are aware of the cruelties
associated with this industry, referenda often pass by overwhelming
margins unless concerned citizens
have worked to educate the public.
Thirty-four states, by law, currently permit horse racing and fifteen states permit dog racing. In the
last year and a half, three states
have legalized one form of racing
and/or the other. Close to a dozen
others have seriously considered it.
It is clear that we are going to have
to fight the battle again and again, in
state after state, as racing's backers
continue to press for legalization. The
issue is not going away until we have
educated the general public to the
cruelties involved in racing. We
must make it clear that since racing
as it is now operated is a barbaric
and inhumane sport which benefits
only a few people financially, there is
no room for it in a civilized society.
The HSUS opposes further legalization of horse racing until it can be
demonstrated that racing can be conducted without mistreatment of horses.
Dog racing is so inherently cruel

States Without Racing
Horse racing is illegal in
Alabama, Alaska, Georgia, Hawaii,
Indiana, Kansas, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina, North
Dakota, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C.
Dog racing is illegal in Alaska,
California, Delaware, Georgia,

Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Mich.igan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New .York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin,
Wyoming, and Washington, D.C.
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that The HSUS opposes all current
dog racing and is working to defeat
its expansion into other states. The
industry has indicated a willingness
to work with us to clean up its sport,
and we hope that it will make
dramatic changes. However, until
such changes are adopted at all levels.
of the sport, it will be vigorously opposed.
In almost every racing state there
is a racing commission, composed of
from one to ten members, appointed
by the governor, which oversees racing activities. These commissioners
have varied professional backgrounds
and serve terms of from three to
seven years.
In some states, a separate racing
commission exists for dog and horse
racing. The commissions control all
aspects of the industry including
where the racing will be located, how
long the seasons will be, rules and
regulations on the care and treatment
of animals, etc.
The commissions are answerable
to the state government, yet a state
government is dependent on the racing
industry for revenue. This creates a
clear conflict of interest: the government has a vested interest in making sure the industry survives regardless of whether animals suffer.
Its goal is increased revenue, not humanely treated animals. The HSUS
goal is to make it more responsive to
our concern for the animals. We will
have to confront both government
and industry to make progress.
Unfortunately, just showing the
extensive cruelty involved in horse
and dog racing will probably not be
enough to defeat concerted efforts
The Humane Society News • Fall1983

• Faulty racetrack surfaces: many
track surfaces are kept intentionally hard to provide fast race times.
Hard surfaces result in extreme
concussion to the horses' limbs,
causing lameness in over threequarters of all the horses racing.
• Two-year-old racing: some
horses begin racing before their
musculo-skeletal system is mature, resulting in many needless
injuries and deaths.
• Abuse of drugs: pain-killing
drugs are often used to mask a
horse's suffering, enabling it to

· Why Dog Racing Is Cruel
• Young dogs are encouraged
to chase and kill live rabbits in
order to develop a lust for blood.
So that his young dogs did not get
discouraged, one trainer broke a
rabbit's legs so that it could more
easily be caught. Another locked
a dog unwilling to kill with a live
rabbit in a cage without food until
the dog killed it.
• Officials of the greyhound industry have admitted that the entire industry should be using artificial lures in training. They are
trying to convince breeders and
trainers that the Jack-A-Lure
can be a better training tool than
live animals. We commend them
for this positive action and are

for its legalization. A broader set of
arguments is essential to appeal to
more legislators. Animal welfarists
find that forming coalitions with
others who oppose the industry is
advantageous to all. From experience,
we know that religious groups have
been successful in opposing racing
primarily on the basis of their concerns about gambling. They are usually eager to learn about the cruelties
associated with racing so that they can
help educate others. Their network
of dedicated workers is firmly in place
and can be organized quickly into ac-

aggravates the injuries and can
cause a leg to shatter.
• Debilitating injury: the life of
a race horse on the track is measured in months or, at most, a few
years. If the race horse survives
without crippling injury to retire
from racing, it faces twenty years
of life with any number of small,
debilitating injuries that will make
it useless for jumping, pleasure
riding, or other athletic activities
in the outside world. Every day,
scores of ex-racers go to slaughter
because they cannot earn their living in any other way.
hopeful it succeeds. Until then,
thousands of rabbits suffer the
trauma of being chased and caught
by the dogs. They are often used
repeatedly until ripped apart by
dogs or else tossed onto a pile to
die.
• An estimated fifty percent of
the dogs are killed before they get
to the race track because they did
not show enough racing potential.
• Even money winners are killed
to save on feed costs when they
stop running. Few dogs are allowed
to live longer than four years.
• Because so many dogs have
to be culled, oftentimes they are
shot or shipped to research labs.
The dogs are bred only to be used
and then destroyed.

tion. Other citizens and groups may
be concerned about racing because of

the association it sometimes has
with organized crime and other criminal activities. Residents of an area
where racing is proposed are usually
told only of its good points, They are
not informed of the accompanying
noise, traffic congestion, and influx
of strangers that are part of the racing environment. It helps to bring all
the facts to their attention.
It is imperative for racing opponents to attack head-on the ques(continued on page 35)
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A fragile refuge
in South Florida
will be changed
forever by the
administration's
short-sighted

''ARMETT
VS•
.ft.
I'
LOXAHATCHEE''

policy on
wildlife refuges.

by Jennifer Lewis
What is one deer worth? G. Ray Arnett thinks he knows the answer: his plan to
open the Loxahatchee refuge to hunting will take its toll of white-tailed deer,
among other species.

Loxahatchee National Wildlife
Refuge is a unique piece of the American natural landscape. Administered
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the refuge is one of the
last relatively untouched fragments
of the Florida Everglades, a giant
freshwater marsh that once stretched
over much of South Florida from
Lake Okeechobee to the south coast.
For over thirty years, Loxahatchee
has been part of the national wildlife
refuge system, sheltering a myriad
of wildlife from the inevitable encroachment of civilization as it is
practiced in the state of Florida.
Within a few weeks, however, from
A river otter goes about its business. The Loxahatchee's delicate
ecological balance is threatened by Washington's political decisionmaking.
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S his desk in far-off Washington, D.C.,
~ Assistant Secretary of the Interior
] G. Ray Arnett will put the Reagan
r
administration's wildlife management philosophy into practice and
open the Loxahatchee to sport hunting of the most disruptive kind.
Loxahatchee is just one of 417 refuges in the federal system. The creatures on many of these refuges have
had to tolerate a number of recreational uses and intrusions on "their"
land, but those that have found sane-
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tuary on the Loxahatchee are, in many
ways, in danger of losing most from
the political decision-making on
Eighteenth and C Streets. To understand why this is, we must understand what makes Loxahatchee Unique,
and what makes it symbolic of the
problems facing refuges in 1983.
Over the years, almost half the
original Everglades has been diked,
drained, channelled, and developed
out of existence. What was once a
paradise for hundreds of wildlife
species has been transformed into
homes, farms, ranches, and heavily
urbanized areas. Loxahatchee's 145,636
acres, caught between intensive urban and suburban development to
the east, and agricultural development to the west and northwest, preserve an island of crucial living space
for many animals. The northern half
of the refuge, about 69,000 acres, is
especially undisturbed. It has been
closed to the public since 1963 and
has not suffered the destructive,
heavy recreational use experienced
in the state-owned conservation
areas south of the refuge. In the
state-owned areas, recreational use
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by off-road vehicles, including airboats and half-tracks, has cut permanent trails through the marsh by
destroying vegetation. This destruction and other disturbance caused
by heavy public use has caused the
decline of many wildlife species in
these areas.
In contrast, Loxahatchee remains
relatively untouched. It retains
most of its vegetation in a healthy
state, making it the last piece of
relatively undisturbed northern Everglades habitat in existence. Farther
south, the Everglades turns into a
river or sea of sawgrass, without the
tree islands (dry islands rising above
the marsh) and other features that
give Loxahatchee its diversity and
unique qualities. Because of its
health, Loxahatchee still supports an
abundance of wildlife.
Long known for their bird population,
Loxahatchee's sawgrass stands, sloughs,
wet prairie, and tree islands support
249 species of birds, among them the
critically endangered Everglades
kite, of which only about 250 remain
in South Florida. Eleven percent of
the wading bird population of South

The snowy egret is one of the most
common sights in the Loxahatchee
refuge.

Florida uses the refuge for nesting,
roosting, and/or feeding. Wading birds
include herons, egrets, spoonbills,
storks, cranes, and many other species
that walk through the marsh on their
stilt-like legs. Loxahatchee supports
twenty-one species of ducks, and it
is an extremely important wintering
habitat for the ring-necked species.
Loxahatchee shelters twenty-two
species of mammals, including the
critically endangered Florida panther, one of the world's rarest and
most elusive big cats. As development takes more and more of its
habitat, Loxahatchee will become increasingly important for the panther. A small population of whitetailed deer also inhabits the refuge.
Adapted to changing water levels,
the deer population varies as the
water rises and falls, with larger
populations in drier years. Since
deer do best in dry, upland areas,
Loxahatchee's population remains
small. It also appears to be in
balance with the limited food and
cover available to it, as it has remained essentially stable in numbers for the last thirty years.
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Loxahatchee is home to forty-four
species of reptiles and amphibians,
including the threatened eastern indigo snake. A healthy population of
the threatened American alligator
flourishes here, as do fifty species of
fish and numerous insects.
Among the animals at Loxahatchee
can be found nineteen other species
listed by the federal and Florida
state governments as endangered,
threatened, or of special concern because of diminishing numbers. Some
of those include the majestic bald
eagle, the playful river otter, the
beautiful and unusual wood stork
and roseate spoonbill, the elegant
snowy egret, the secretive bobcat,
and the tiny Florida mouse. Altogether the government lists contain
fifteen birds, three reptiles/amphibians, and five mammals found on the
refuge.
While the northern portion of the
refuge has been closed to public use
for twenty years, most of the southern
half is open. Since its establishment
in 1951, many visitors (who now num·
her 300,000-400,000 per year) have
used Loxahatchee for wildlife observation, sightseeing, canoeing, boating, hiking, photography, fishing,
and just "getting away from it all"
in an area of quiet natural beauty.
Now the peace and preservation of
this island of the old Everglades
may be shattered. Secretary of Interior James Watt's Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife, and Parks,
G. Ray Arnett, has sanctioned a
deer hunt at Loxahatchee. The FWS
first proposed opening Loxahatchee
to deer hunting last September, with
a hunt planned for late 1982 or early
1983. The proposal raised a storm of
protest, and the FWS cancelled the
hunt for that season. Despite vehement objections, this May, Assistant Secretary Arnett added Loxahatchee to the list of refuges open
for deer hunting. Special hunt regu-
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A male pintail duck is one of dozens of bird species taking refuge in Florida's
Everglades refuge.

lations were proposed in early August.
(These regulations must be approved
before the hunt can take place.) Although final hunt regulations have
not been issued at this writing, it appears from government documents
that the hunt will be held on three
weekends in late October and early
November, and that airboats will be
allowed on the last weekend. Six hundred hunters (100 per day of the hunt)
will be roaring and sloshing through
more than 50,000 acres of the pristine and undisturbed northern portion of the refuge, covering most of
the area closed to public use. They
will be pursuing a population of deer
so small that, at the outside, it may
equal the number of hunters! The
Interior Department is not even offering its usual reason of "population control" or "overpopulation" of
the deer for this hunt, since sev9ral
surveys have revealed no excess of
deer. It's a sport hunt, pure and simple, as the FWS admitted in the environmental assessment describing
the hunt. The FWS agreed to hold
the hunt at the request of the Florida
Game and Freshwater Fish Commission and a group called the Florida
Wildlife Federation to provide more
hunting opportunity to sportsmen in
South Florida. Six hundred hunters

would represent one-tenth of one percent of Loxahatchee's annual visitation-a small interest group indeed!
And it is a group to whom 1.4 million acres of other land are open in
South Florida for hunting, places
where they can hunt without violating
the integrity of the refuge.
The refuge would suffer a number
of destructive consequences from
the hunt. Deer, for which the refuge
should be a home, would be, frightened, wounded, and killed. Roosting
and feeding birds (some of them endangered or threatened) would be
disturbed and stressed by hunters.
Other wildlife, such as the threatened American alligator, would be
disturbed and stressed. Fragile marsh
vegetation would be destroyed by airboats and the last of the last relatively undisturbed fragment of the
unique northern Everglades habitat
would be violated.
There would be more subtle but
equally damaging results. First, if
the hunt becomes an annual event,
as it almost certainly will if it is
allowed this year, it would require
special efforts by the FWS to manage
deer, a species relatively unimportant in the Everglades ecosystem.
However, up to now, the deer have
been managing themselves quite well
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deer population as a whole. It may,
for instance, disrupt natural population regulation processes in the herd,
which.now appears to be in balance
with its environment. Continued hunts
could result in a deer. population
made up of younger and smaller animals, because hunters typically kill
the biggest and healthiest.
::::
Using airboats in the northern
An uncommon sight for most Amel'- >;; part of the refuge may cause nuisance
icans, a young bobcat can still be ~ plants (water lettuce and water hyafound in Loxahatchee.
~ cinth) to move both into the canals
around the refuge and into the interior of the refuge. These plants
form dense mats, impeding water
flow and crowding out native vegetation. Native plants provide much
in the tranquility of their native habbetter food and cover for wildlife
itat. Management of deer would not
species than do the nuisance plants
only result in their deaths from
which would require expensive conhunting, but it would also divert the
trol efforts by the FWS to lessen the
refuge staff and funding away from
harmful impact.
programs necessary to protect wading
Accidental or intentional shooting
birds, waterfowl, and endangered
of endangered species may take place.
species. Protection of these species
(Two Florida residents recently shot
is the main objective of the refuge
a Florida panther for fun near Lake
now, and to veer away from this objective could result in· harm to ani- Okeechobee, north of the refuge.)
As readers of our recent Close-Up
mals, including endangered ones,
Report will realize, the deer hunt at
that the refuge is now caring for.
Loxahatchee is a symptom of a larger
Second, airboat use would destroy
egg clusters of the apple snail. The problem affecting all of America's
wildlife refuges-this administraendangered Everglades kite feeds
exclusively on these snails; a deer tion's push to allow more destruchunt would damage its food supply. tive uses of the refuges.
Hunting and trapping are chief
Third, a deer hunt would decrease
the food available to the critically among these uses-thirty-five refendangered Florida panther, since it uges have been opened to hunting in
feeds mainly on deer. Further, if the the last two years and fourteen
number of deer killed is limited to a opened to trapping in the last five
number equal to those born into the years. More than half of all wildlife
population each year, as the FWS is refuges allow hunting and almost a
proposing, any subsequent taking of quarter allow trapping. The admideer by panthers would cause the nistration also wants to increase oil
deer population to decline, harming and gas development, timbering, grazboth the deer themselves and the ing, haying, farming, and concessions.
panthers' food supply.
There are other consequences. BeG. Ray Arnett has direct authoricause the hunt is not based on suf- ty over the refuges. He has strong
ficient biological information, hunt- ties to the Wildlife Legislative Fund
ing may have harmful effects on the of America (he was its first presi-
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dent). The WLFA is a pro-hunting
lobbying group, whose purposes are
to defend hunters against anti-hunting "fanatics" and protect rights to
hunting and trapping to ensure the
continuation of these sports in
America. Pro-hunting groups feel
threatened by growing animal-proteCtion sentiment and would like to
see more hunting opportunities opened
up, including opportunities on public lands previously closed. The current administration has listened sympathetically to those desires, and a
Loxahatchee deer hunt is the result.
The deer hunt at Loxahatchee is
an egregious misuse of our wildlife
resources. Hunters on national wildlife refuges represent one-tenth of
one percent of America's population.
Many times this small number enjoys refuges for non-destructive wildlife enjoyment. If sportsmen think
refuges should be hunting grounds,
obviously many others think they
should be true refuges, as they were
originally set up to be-places of
protection and preservation for all
species.
If wildlife has a right to existence
anywhere, it has a right to exist undisturbed on wildlife refuges. The
HSUS will sue the FWS if it decides
to hold the hunt. Our suit will let the
FWS know that The HSUS-and
many others-want to see that right
protected.

HSUS Staff Biologist Jennifer Lewis ex·
plored the Loxahatchee refuge in August
as part of her research for this article.
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In June, The HSUS, the
American Humane Association, the American Veterinary Medical Association,
the American Animal Hospital Association, and the
Pet Food Institute sponsored a symposium on animal health care in Chicago,
Illinois. Among the
speakers asked to discuss
the various ways veterinarians and humane societies
might better cooperate to
work for the good of animals in their communities
was Bill Brothers, executive director of the Monterey County (California)
SPCA. Here is an abridged
version of Mr. Brothers's
talk, "Innovative Programs
For Future Consideration. "

Veterinarians and
Humane Societies:
Innovative Programs
For Future Consideration

by Bill Brothers
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My perspective on the question of
veterinary/humane relations is perhaps unique. My wife is a practicing
veterinarian and I am a career animal-welfare administrator. We complement each other in many ways
and we have each provided insights
for the other in our respective fields.
I am deeply indebted to my wife
for not only being willing to listen to
my side of ·an issue but for being
willing to challenge me as well and
for allowing me to challenge her and
certain veterinary viewpoints.
We have achieved a rather high
degree of communication and mutual respect for each other's position
on various issues, but we know where
we stand and why, and we know
where we can be mutually supportive and where we cannot.
I stress our relationship because
the analogy is universal. Through a
good system of communication and
mutual trust we have found there
are many areas where we can work
together and only relatively few
where we must simply agree to disThe Humane Society News • Fall1983

agree and respect each other's position.
The ability to communicate openly in an atmosphere of trust is fundamental for veterinarians and the
providers of other humane services.
It has always been troubling to me
that many humane groups exclude
participation of veterinarians on
their governing bodies. I was executive director of the Tompkins
County SPCA in Ithaca, New York,
for six years, and there was no time
when there was not at least one veterinarian on our board of directors-often there were two. I believe
this relationship led to a stabilizing
influence on the society and to a
much higher degree of cooperation
with the veterinary community. I
believe, as well, that a rather high
level of cooperation may have been
one ingredient in the fact that Tompkins County enjoyed the highest percentage of sterilized dogs in New
York state without the presence of a
low-cost spay-and-neuter clinic.
I suggest that where humane societies do not presently encourage or
even allow veterinary participation
on their boards of directors, or at
least on their boards of advisors,
that they reconsider this stand. And
may I suggest to the veterinarians
that you not seek to gain access to a
humane society board to protect
what you feel is a threat to your
self-interest, but both to further the
welfare of animals and to provide information to the board on how the
veterinary and humane groups may
be able to work together. You will
also be learning about the perspectives and the problems of the humane society which you should share
with your colleagues.
As with any board member, of
course, it is the individual who will
determine whether the relationship
will be successful- not just the fact
that he or she is a veterinarian.
Before we examine specific innovative programs for future cooperation, I think it is important to point
out that certain dramatic changes
are occurring in the veterinary profession that are fundamentally changing the way veterinary medicine is
practiced and the way it is marketed. I
assert that it is more the change occurring within the profession that is
leading to the discomfort being experienced by many veterinarians and
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less the actual competition in the
field by humane societies.
The veterinary profession is becoming more crowded, leading both
to a willingness on the part of many
practitioners to make a lower net
profit and to the emergence of nontraditional ways of supplying and
marketing veterinary services. Already veterinarians are taking out
paid advertising space in columns
designed to look like public service
announcements and many other innovative marketing techniques are
being tried or are on their way.
Some practitioners will grumble
and complain about the humane societies having an unfair advantage if
they have entered the veterinary marketplace, and I would not disagree
with this. The tax-exempt status
does give the humane societies an
edge over the tax-paying private
practitioner. But I would also argue
that this is not as significant an advantage as imagined, as evidenced
by the growing number of private
clinics which have been started by
veterinarians, or even non-veterinary entrepreneurs, and which compete very favorably with the prices
of many humane society low-cost
spay/neuter clinics.
There is one other point that needs
to be made. Every facility competing
for veterinary services-whether humane society operated, municipal, or
private-employs a veterinarian to
provide these services. We cannot
legitimately talk about humane society clinics "taking business away
from veterinarians" because the humane society clinic has a veterinarian as well. What is happening is a
shift in the marketplace from one
supplier of services to anotherperhaps fairly, perhaps unfairly; but
let us be accurate in how we describe
what is happening.
So, how do we cope with the
changes that we are seeing? It seems
to me to be a perfect opportunity for
veterinarians and animal-welfare
groups of good will to work together
in innovative and unprecedented ways
to further the aims and interests of
both groups. I would like to discuss
several innovative programs which
have been proposed and which seem
to me to be worthy of consideration.
The concept of a central hospital
modeled on the human medicine marketplace and operated by a humane
society was put forth by Dr. John

Huckins in the April 1982 issue of
Veterinary Medicine/Small Animal
Clinician in an article entitled "A
Peaceful Solution To The Battle for
Control of Pet Health Care."
"The best answer," Dr. Huckins
asserts, to the public demand for
lower fees and top quality care ''is
the cost-efficient central hospital"
which has been ignored by most members of the veterinary profession.
This facility could provide twentyfour-hour, well-staffed, modern, lowfee, inpatient care while private practitioners would continue to provide
outpatient services in their satellite
outpatient clinics.
Dr. Huckins asserts that central
hospitals are coming and that it
would be in the best interests of all if
they were operated by humane organizations instead of by private
corporations. Just as many charity
groups started and operated human
hospitals, so, too, can humane societies operate central hospitals modeled
on the human hospital system.
It also seems likely that the time
is very near when private, profitmaking entrepreneurs are going to enter the central hospital marketplace
to provide the pet owning public with
what they are demanding-low-cost,
high-quality, twenty-four-hour
care.
It would seem to be to the advantage of both the humane group and
the local practitioners to cooperate
in establishing a central hospital
where all private veterinarians in an
area are invited to participate in the
formation and operation of the venture. The veterinarians would preserve
their ability to pursue outpatient
care in their clinics and the humane
society would actually run the hospital and enjoy the prerogative of extending charity care to indigent pet
owners as they see fit.
While the central hospital program will be most feasible as a cooperative effort in the more populated areas, another innovation has
come to light which may hold partie-

The ability to communicate
openly in an atmosphere
of trust is fundamental for
veterinarians and the
providers of other humane
services.
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It is time for the veterinary
colleges and the larger
humane organizations to
bring into the colleges
organized courses dealing
with the important humane
issues of our time.
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ular promise for the less populated
areas, though it certainly need not
be confined to them.
Dr. Lee Morgan is president of a
new organization called the Humane
Society of Southeastern Michigan
which, as The Detroit News reported in March, 1983, cares for unwanted dogs and cats in mini-shelters in veterinary clinics instead of
one large, centralized shelter. As part
of its services, it has a computerized
list of animals waiting for adoption
and plans soon to computerize a list
of persons who want pets.
Started with the idea of competing with local humane organizations
which had moved actively into the
animal health care field in direct
competition with the established practitioners, this organization hopes to
capitalize on the good public relations enjoyed by most humane societies. The goal of the group is one
hundred percent adoptions. (Which I
must say, parenthetically, is a great
public relations move but is a sad
sham to the public in that it ignores
one of the most critical problems facing the humane movement, as we shall
examine later.)
The veterinary group will not accept strays or adult animals. They
accept only puppies and kittens and
are selective about those. The adult
animals are referred to another organization whose volunteers care for
them in their homes. Adopters are
required to neuter their pets and
they are automatically sent a reminder based on the information
stored in the computer.
While this particular program is
an extremely clever public relations
move on the part of veterinarians to
counter the aggressive marketing of
veterinary services by humane organizations, it also has great promise as a cooperative program in
many communities. In communities
where the humane society does not
have an adequate shelter or perhaps
where they do not wish to operate a
shelter, this concept of utilizing veterinary clinics to serve as adoption
centers would seem like a natural
avenue for cooperation between the
veterinarians and the society.
While the veterinarian-based Humane Society of Southeastern Michigan can enjoy the luxury and good
public relations of a near one hundred percent adoption rate, it does
not solve the basic problem of what

to do with all the unwanted cats and
dogs that must be euthanatized. This
unpleasant reality is simply being
shifted to some other group. For the
mini-shelter concept to have widespread applicability, this dilemma
must be dealt with.
I believe it is time for another innovative program-an all-out cooperative effort between the veterinary colleges and the larger humane
organizations such as The Humane
Society of the United States and the
American Humane Association,
wherein the humane groups would
bring into the colleges organized
courses dealing with the important
humane issues of our time.
I have been disturbed on more
than one occasion to encounter an
incredible lack of information on the
part of some veterinarians about, for
instance, the terrible pet overpopulation problem in our society. In addition, there seems to be a saddening
lack of empathy toward the humane
community for the terrible dilemma
it finds itself in of having to kill most
of the animals it has pledged itself to
protect. Somehow, veterinarians must
come to understand the desperation
so many of us who have had to do
the killing year after year feel and
why we turn so readily and eagerly
to spay/neuter clinics as a hoped-for
panacea.
While these courses by the national humane groups and certain local groups should be built into the
first or second year of veterinary
school, it can't stop there. There
must be greatly expanded communication between the local humane societies and the veterinary associations.
I believe the larger veterinary
associations have made some unfortunate policy decisions in the past
which have seriously undermined
the credibility of veterinarians as
humane and caring persons among
many pet owners and even among
many non-pet owners. Two issues
that serve to prove my point are the
very strong support by veterinary
associations for the continuance of
pound seizure laws and veterinary
opposition to laws which would reduce or outlaw the use of steel-jawed,
leghold traps.
While I believe the veterinary
groups were taking what they believed to be rational positions, decisions to actively oppose humane reform in these two areas were, in my
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opm10n, public relations blunders
brought about by rather conservative associations. I believe the associations have been to some degree
out-of-step with an increasing number of practitioners who either genuinely feel their stands were incorrect or who realize that the bad public
relations resulting from their active
opposition reflected poorly on the
profession. The veterinarians must
reconsider their positions opposing
humane reforms, particularly if they
are going to complain about the
motherhood-and-apple-pie public
relations image enjoyed by humane
societies.
We have seen, time and again,
where the intransigence and lack of
interest in understanding the other
viewpoint have led to not only a
breakdown in any cooperative efforts but also to a genuine distrust
of the other group. Perhaps one of
the most innovative programs we
can consider is a much more active
and formalized program of communication between our two groupsbeginning in the colleges and continuing into the associations as well.
Since we've touched on public relations, now is an appropriate time
to mention a program that has tremendous potential for bringing humane societies and veterinarians together on a cooperative program
which will bring the best publicity to
both while costing relatively little
and which will provide a desperately
needed service to a group of persons
which surely deserves it.
An increasing number of humane
groups are taking pets into nursing
homes and other human health care
facilities for visits with the residents
or patients. More and more are considering permanent or semi-permanent placement of certain animals in
facilities where it is appropriate and
feasible. Why not have the humane
society supply the animals, and the
veterinary associations-or even individual practitioners-supply the
support care necessary?
This is the type of program in
which the veterinary profession needs
to be more actively involved if it's
going to shake off some of the negative image it complains it has.
The California Veterinary Medical
Association has a human/companion-animal bond committee which is
exploring the various ways the veterinary profession can become more
involved in this important new diThe Humane Society News • Fall1983

mension. Serving on that committee,
in addition to numerous veterinarians, are representatives of the animal-welfare community and the nursing profession. This committee could
well be a model for other state and
local associations which would bring
together the veterinary and animal-welfare communities in yet another area of cooperation and mutual interest.
Humane society personnel generally feel they are misunderstood and
unjustifiably blamed for the mass
slaughter that occurs in animal
shelters each day barely to keep up
with the horrendous overproduction
of dogs and cats in our country. And
they are right, for it is obviously not
their fault that these unfortunate
animals must be euthanatized. And
they are angry at the cruel irony of
being drawn to work with animals
because one wants to help them and
then finding that the only way to
help almost ninety percent of them
is to kill them. They feel like the television news commentator in the
movie "Network" who got "mad as
hell" and "wouldn't take it anymore."
They searched desperately for a
solution and this led them to spay/
neuter clinics. Most of them tried to
enlist the aid of private veterinarians to help them in their quest for a
solution but were, more often than
not, met with non-cooperation, or
even hostility. It was not difficult
for many humane groups to realize
that if they were going to get the job
done, they were going to have to do
it on their own.
Perhaps they were a bit idealistic,
but they did demonstrate that efficient techniques could be applied to
bring the cost down significantly
while increasing the number of sterilizations an individual surgeon could
safely and economically do in a day.
Many societies soon realized what
veterinarians knew all along-that
giving vaccinations could be rather
profitable. They also saw that they
could take care of their emergency
work for less if they just got a little
more equipment. Then why not take
care of a whole range of medical and
surgical problems and go out and
seek clients to help pay for and justify higher overhead?
Many humane society low-cost
spay/neuter clinics naively thought
that just by opening their doors,
they were going to solve the problem
of overpopulation. If these clinics

were only attracting clients who
would have had their pets sterilized
at a full-service clinic, then they
were doing no good whatsoever toward solving the overpopulation
problem. On the other hand, if they
were attracting all new clients into
the system who would not have gone
anywhere else to get their pet sterilized, then they would be accomplishing considerable good.
While veterinarians felt the lowcost clinics should be screening their
clients based on ability to pay, animal-welfare workers realized that
they would be turning away some
pet owners who wouldn't go to a full
service clinic even though they could
afford to. This elective procedure
was just not a high enough priority
for them to pay a higher fee.
While we have been brought to an
antagonistic relationship in some
communities where veterinarians
and humane societies have failed to
cooperate toward a solution to the
monumental problem of the overproduction of pet animals, we have also
been made aware that in those communities where the two groups enjoy relatively positive 'feelings about
each other, the most common reason
seems to center around a cooperative program aimed at achieving the
long-sought goal of the animal-welfare groups-the reduction of births
of cats and dogs.
The HSUS's pamphlet "How to
Establish Spay and Neuter Programs and Clinics," suggests, "Mass
sterilization can be done through a
cooperating program with area veterinarians, a private clinic operated
by a nonprofit organization with private donations, or a public clinic using
tax dollars. For most communities,
the cooperating program is the most
efficient approach."
The HSUS recommends, first of
all, a cooperative approach whenever

The larger veterinary
associations have made
some unfortunate policy
decisions in the past which
have seriously undermined
the credibility of
veterinarians as humane
and caring persons.
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It was not difficult for
many humane groups to
realize that if they were
going to get the job done,
they were going to have to
do it on their own.

possible but it goes on to caution,
"Unfortunately, many humane organizations have met resistance
from veterinarians concerning reduced fee sterilization surgery."
The pamphlet points out that
some veterinarians were sincerely
surprised when presented the data
on surplus pet problems and were
glad to cooperate when they realized
what a public service they would be
providing.
While the issue of low-cost ·spay/
neuter services is perhaps the genesis of our antagonism, it is still far
from being solved unless, and until,

we decide to join our forces to put
the horrendous pet overpopulation
problem behind us.
The Humane Society of the United
States is an excellent source of information on a wide variety of cooperative programs that are working. I
suggest it be contacted for examples
of positive cooperative efforts to
solve the overpopulation problem.
We are never going to achieve widespread sterilization of animals until
we have widespread eagerness on
the part of pet owners to have this
procedure performed. It is time for
veterinarians and humane organizations to underwrite a massive national advertising campaign with all
the best Madison A venue has to offer to make it "in" to have a neutered pet. Having puppies and kittens
will be "out."
This program should not be dismissed lightly for it is clear that we
are not adequately reaching enough
pet owners to make an acceptable
enough difference in the pet population statistics. A cooperative effort

makes sense because the goals of the
welfare groups can be realized and
the veterinarians can expect increased
business from new clients entering
that aspect of the marketplace.
Too often, veterinarians are concerned with protecting their ability
to conduct their business in the absence of any competition and humane societies have become overly
aggressive about outright competition and may even lose sight of the
real goals toward which they should
be working.
We can both achieve our goals if
we worry less about maintaining our
postures and more about how we can
find ways to work together.
The time has come to reverse the
trend of increasing antagonism and
mistrust between our two groups. It
is up to each of us who believes in
this process and sees it as important, to carry the message to others.
For those who don't care about a
genuine partnership of cooperation,
please step aside-the rest of us have
important work to do.

In June, Linda Mickley, who has
a bachelor's degree in biology and
natural sciences, joined the Institute For the Study of Animal Problems as a research assistant. With
student intern Sherry Showell
from the University of Colorado,
Boulder, she initiated a study of
regional farms using various traditional and innovative ways of

Unfortunately, man's cruelty and irresponsibility to animals will
not end during your lifetime. But a bequest through your will
will be a lasting contribution to the fight against these abuses.
The HSUS will send you a booklet without obligation on
how to make the best use of your animal-welfare bequest. It
contains information on selecting recipients and describes how
to proceed when you decide to write or change your will.

Write in complete confidence to:
Murdaugh Stuart Madden, Vice President/General Counsel,
The Humane Society of the United States,
2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037.
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raising farm animals humanely.
Institute Director Dr. Michael
Fox gave a seminar at Kean College in Union, New Jersey, as part
of a short course for animal-control officers. In July, Dr. Fox addressed some 200 students at the
Nebraska Agricultural Youth Institute on farm animal welfare.
This was followed by a seminar on

the scientific assessment of farm
animal welfare for the Department
of Animal Science at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. A similar presentation was given to the
American Association of Extension
Veterinarians in New York City at a
symposium entitled ''Animal Welfare- Extension's Message.''

New Faces at NAAHE
A new staff member joined The
HSUS's National Association for
the Advancement of Humane Education (NAAHE) this August to
assume responsibility for the new
Kind News program (see article
on page 14). Victoria Parker, a
teacher and writer with a strong
background in environmental education, will be editing The HSUS's
children's newspaper, preparing a
series of children's pamphlets on animal issues, contributing articles to
Humane Education, and assisting
in workshops and the development
of other education materials. Ms.
Parker will work out of the NAAHE
office in East Haddam, Connecticut.
William DeRosa, a recent graduate of the University of Connecticut, began a one-year, volunteer
internship with NAAHE in July.
An HSUS member and knowledgeable animal-rights advocate, Mr.
DeRosa is interested in pursuing
a career in humane education.
While at NAAHE, he will concentrate on humane education research, assisting NAAHE Research
Associate Vanessa Malcarne in
evaluation activities and preparing an annotated bibliography of
research relevant to humane education.

The Needs Of Animals
Long After You Are Go
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ISAP Initiates Farm Animal Husbandry Study
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William DeRosa and Victoria Parker peruse Kind News on the steps of the Norma Terris Center, h_ome of The HSUS's National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education in East Haddam, Connecticut.

NAAHE's summer activities included the completion of a new humane education coloring book for
children. Animal Places and Faces:
A Drawing Book for Kids Who
Care was written by Lorraine Holden and Vanessa Malcarne of the
N AAHE staff and illustrated by
artist/humane educator Beverly
Armstrong. The new book, designed

to stimulate creativity while raising awareness of animal concerns,
makes an excellent gift for children or a useful tool for humane educators. It may be ordered for
$3.50 ($3.00 for NAAHE members)
from the HSUS national office or
from NAAHE, Box 362, East Haddam, CT 06423.
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Thanks to The Hill

APHIS Revived
The house and senate agriculture appropriations subcommittees
have once again recognized the
value of protecting animals held in
facilities such as laboratories, circuses, aquariums, zoos, and puppy
mills. This summer they did not
accept the seventy percent funding cut of the Animal Welfare Act
proposed by the Reagan administration. The Animal Welfare Act
and USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service provide for inspections of these facili-

Trapping Action Succeeds
Action Alert Team members
may remember last summer when
The HSUS asked them to write
opposing trapping in the U.S. National Park System. In 1982, the
National Park Service proposed
regulations to ban all unauthorized trapping in areas under its
jurisdiction. Members were asked
to send comments supporting the
proposed regulations to Secretary
of the Interior James Watt and
Rep. John F. Seiberling, chairman
of the house subcommittee on
public lands and national parks,

HSUS Dogs the Military
The HSUS has written aiJ.d initiated a push for legislation that
will protect animals from being
used as targets in military training programs. We are promoting
an amendment to the appropriations bill for the Department of
Defense for fiscal year 1984 that
will prohibit the U.S. Armed Services from spending money to purchase any animals for the purpose
of training the Department of Defense's medical students on the
treatment of wounds produced by
high velocity bullets.
The military claims that study-
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ties to monitor the quality of care
and housing of the animals held
there.
This was the second consecutive year that the Reagan administration has tried to cut funding
for the Animal Welfare Act by
seventy percent. Holding the line
has been a major victory for The
HSUS and our members who wrote
and called in their support.
Thanks to helpful subcommittee
chairmen Rep. Jamie Whitten and
Sen. Thad Cochran, APHIS inspections will continue for at least
another year.

in support of legislation to end
unauthorized trapping in at least
thirteen parks.
Of the 1,721 letters sent, 1,584
supported the ban. A year later,
on June 30, 1983, the National
Park Service published final
regulations banning trapping on
its lands where trapping is not
specifically authorized in each
park's enabling regulations. Trapping will now be allowed in these
parks only when it is necessary to
reduce animal populations "detrimental" to the park. These new
regulations take effect October 3,
1983.

ing wounded dogs, goats, pigs,
and cows enables students at the<
Department of Defense's medical
school to prepare for real-life combat medicine. If the uniformed
services university elects to shoot
dogs only, it will pay over one hundred dollars per animal purchased
from a USDA-licensed dealer. Shelter animals would be used exclusively.
So, there are two battles to fight:
one against the senseless use of
animals and one against pound
seizure.
Write to your representative and
senators in support of the HSUS
amendment.

HSUS Protests Dove Hunt
Each autumn, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) permits hunters to shoot nesting mourning doves
throughout the United States, primarily in the South.
HSUS Vice President of Wildlife and Environment John Grandy appeared at a June 27, 1983,
Migratory Bird Act hearing to
protest this "abomination." Not
only will the adults be killed
directly by the hunt, testified Dr.
Grandy, but the orphaned nestlings
will also perish from starvation.
Regardless of the suffering of
doves both hunted and starved,
the FWS considers the shooting
of these birds consistent with its
hunting policies because the practice does not threaten overall population numbers. Oddly enough,
the FWS does not allow hunting
of any other birds during their
nesting seasons. The HSUS does
not just mourn but vehemently
objects to this selective and destructive dove policy. We will continue our efforts to see it changed.

Summer Success For Pets
Rep. Mario Biaggi of New York
successfully attached his pets-inhousing bill to the much larger
legislation, H.R. 1, The Housing
and Community Development Act,
which passed the full house in July.
H.R. 1 now includes language that
allows the elderly and handicapped
to have pets in federally funded
housing. Landlords who deny the
elderly and handicapped the right
to keep pets would not be eligible
for federal assistance, according
to this bill.
On the senate side, Sen. William Proxmire of Wisconsin similarly attached a pets-in-housing
amendment to the senate version
of The Housing and Community
Development Act, S. 1338. It
passed out of the banking, housing, and urban affairs committee
and is awaiting vote on the senate
floor.
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Kangaroos to the U.S.
Despite the best efforts of The
HSUS and many other conservation organizations, the U.S. Department of the Interior decided
to lift the ban permanently on kangaroo products brought into the
United States. Two years ago, the
United States temporarily lifted the
ban and has since imported hides
for athletic shoes and other nonessentials. As the United States
has been importing twenty-five
percent of the estimated six million kangaroos hunted and killed
each year in Australia, the outlook
for these animals is gloomy.
Three species of kangaroo, the

Keep the Letters Coming ...
Backed by more than one hundred cosponsors, Rep. Clarence
Long of Maryland has formally requested hearings on his bill, H.R.
1797, to end the use of the steeljawed, leghold trap. In a letter to
Rep. Henry Waxman, chairman of
the house health and environment
subcommittee, Rep. Long urged
him to act swiftly in scheduling
hearings for this bill, which has
widespread opposition from hunters, trappers, and the fur industry. Please write to Rep. Waxman
to add your support for hearings
on H.R. 1797.
Legislation to open up protected and remote Alaskan national park lands to sport hunting
has passed the senate energy and
natural resources committee. If S.
49, sponsored by Sen. Ted Stevens, were to pass the full senate
and if its companion bill, H.R. 1493,
were to pass the full house, twelve
million acres of land accessible only
by private plane charters would be
opened up to hunters wealthy
enough to afford such expensive trips.
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eastern and western grays and the
red kangaroo, are currently listed
by the U.S. as threatened. There
is now a move in the interior department to de-list these species
entirely, thereby removing any
protection they may have been entitled to.
Please tell your representatives
that you not only want the eastern gray and red kangaroo kept
on the threatened list, but that
you also want the western gray
kangaroo placed on the endangered
species list. Also ask your representatives in the House to co-sponsor H.R. 1903, a kangaroo-protection bill that would ban import of
kangaroo products into the United
States.

Please write to your senators and
representatives and urge them not
to pass these two bills and to keep
this land permanently closed to
hunters.
There was no action this summer
on S. 457, Sen. James McClure's
bill to authorize the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) to sell
at auction "excess" wild horses
and burros (those that are rounded
up but not adopted). Sen. McClure
and his supporters still have time
to push the bill through committee and on to the senate floor. Be
sure to write to your senators and
tell them to vote "nay" on S. 457.
Now that Rep. James Howard's
farm animal bill stresses the effects of intensive farming on human health as well as on the welfare of farm animals, H.R. 3170
has three times as many cosponsors
as did a similar bill last year.
Please write your representative in
support of H.R. 3170, which mandates a twelve-member study group
to investigate the adverse effects
of modern farming technology on
both human consumers and farm
animals. Write to Rep. Henry Wax-

The HSUS wishes to thank the
following representatives for their
dedication to and action on behalf
of animal welfare:
• Rep. Barbara Boxer for pushing through amendments to H.R.
2840 that would prohibit future
expenditures of federal funds for
the financing of the Pribilof Island seal hunt that results in the
clubbing of thousands of seals annually.
• Rep. Jamie Whitten and Sen.
Thad Cochran for their leadership
in restoring funding for the Animal Welfare Act.

Any member of the Senate may be
reached c/o The U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510. Any representative may be reached c/o The
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515.

man, chairman of the energy and
commerce committee, and ask him
to schedule hearings on H.R. 3170.
The HSUS keeps constant vigil
over Rep. Doug Walgren's lab animal provisions in H.R. 2350, the
authorization bill for the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), which
contains twenty million dollars
for the development of non-animal alternatives. We sent a mailing to all 435 house members reminding them of our support for
this authorization with the W algren provisions. Be sure to tell
your representative to vote in
favor of H.R. 2350.
The senate version of the NIH
authorization, S. 964, contains the
Hatch-Kennedy provision for an
eighteen-month lab animal study,
which The HSUS strongly opposes.
If passed, this study would not
only waste time and taxpayers'
money, but it would also block all
lab animal progress for at least
two years.
Please write to your senators in
opposition of S. 964 because it offers a study rather than real help
for laboratory animals.
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Pound Seizure at
Crossroads
The controversy over pound
seizure has reached a new level of
intensity in California. Assemblymali. William Filante introduced a
bill that, depending upon its interpretation, could affect a locality's option to decide whether animals in the community should go
from shelters for research. The
ambiguously worded bill would
require that any pound or animal-regulation department of a
public or private agency whose
community does not currently officially prohibit the transfer of animals to a properly certified research facility post a sign saying
''Animals turned into this shelter
may go to research .... " Groups
. with only an internal policy against
sales to research but unprotected
by a local statute could be forced
to post the sign. Although sixtyfive animal-welfare organizations
have opposed this bill, at press
time, A.B. 1735 had passed the assembly's water, parks, and wildlife
committee. West Coast Regional
Director Char Drennon said, "This
bill is a farce. There is not one provision that can stand on its own
.. .. We would oppose this bill and
call on anyone who has any love

No to Dope Study
The Gulf States Regional Office
actively opposes a plan to spend a
million dollars to study the effects of marijuana smoking on
rhesus monkeys at the National
Center for Toxicological Research
in Jefferson, Arkansas. One hundred and fifty monkeys will be
forced to smoke marijuana and
others injected with its active ingredient, then killed to study the
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of or experience with animals to
do so."
Sen. David Roberti's bill, S.B.
883, which would prohibit pound
seizure, was set for hearings opposite 1735. Californians interested in this issue should contact
the West Coast Regional Office
(1713 J Street, Suite 305, Sacramento, CA 95814) for more information.

Local Aid

Assistance to local agencies, inspections, and investigations continue to increase within the region.
The office is investigating complaints concerning animal dealers
in California and Oregon who are obtaining pets by fraudulent means
for supply to research facilities.
Arrests have already been made
in one case in California. Investigations into cruel and illegal animal fighting ventures are also on
the increase and our investigator
is being called upon frequently to
assist local law enforcement agencies and prosecuting attorneys in
these cases.

Discovering Rodeo Cruelty
HSUS materials and local activism have ignited press interest
in the issue of rodeo cruelty. Protesters recently demonstrated at
the California State Fair Rodeo
armed with signs and HSUS literature. The protest received news
coverage from three television
effects of the drug on the brain.
Regional Director Bill Meade reports that The HSUS has registered our protest to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD
20857) and urges HSUS members
to do so as well.

Texas Victories
The Texas legislature passed a
new anti-dogfighting law and defeated the parimutuel horse racing bill in this session. All of
those animal-welfare proponents

stations, numerous radio stations,
and Sacramento's largest newspaper. West Coast investigator Eric
Sakach was interviewed regarding
our humane concerns. The West
Coast Regional Office publicly challenged statements made by the
Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association that horses and bulls
used in riding events would buck
without the use of flank straps. N aturally, our challenge was not accepted. The flank strap is a way of
ensuring an animal will buck.

Bloody Passage
Promoters of so-called bloodless bullfights have found an ally
in California Assemblyman Charles
Calderon. His A.B. 2160, which
would legalize bloodless bullfights for gain or amusement, has
already passed the assembly and
is expected to pass in the senate
unless humanitarians contact
their senators immediately! Investigations by the West Coast
Regional Office have shown that
these events are not as bloodless
as promoters would have us believe and that the animals used
are often subjected to real and unnecessary danger, harassment,
and physical abuse by spectators
and participants. The West Coast
Regional Office has sent an alert
to the legislative network and has
made our opposition known to the
legislators.
who contacted their legislators
deserve thanks for these important victories.

Humanely Speaking
Director Meade was a speaker
at a three-week-long course on
humane education held at Stephen F. Austin State University in
Nacogdoches, Texas, in June.
More than thirty-five teachers attended. Those interested in next
year's course should contact Dr.
Grady Willingham at the SFA
State University.
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Regional Director Marc Paulhus examines a bear in a filthy roadside menagerie
during inspection of North Carolina animal attractions in July.

Roadside Woes
In July, Southeast Regional Director Marc Paulhus and Jeanne
Roush of the HSUS captive wildlife department undertook a weeklong inspection of roadside zoos
in North Carolina. They observed
conditions at several bear dens in
Cherokee and found that, although
some met the minimum standards as required by the Animal
Welfare Act, others appeared to
be poorly maintained and unlicensed. One bear enclosure, for
example, was littered with trash
and wa,ste. Mr. Paulhus and Ms.
Roush learned that charges had
been filed against the owner of
this animal and that the United
States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) hoped to gain its custody.

Big Catch in Illinois
On Saturday, August 27, a major dogfight raid took place in
Greenville, Illinois, as a direct result of HSUS investigative efforts.
Sixty-five people from eight different states were arrested during
the surprise dawn raid. Seventyfive state law enforcement officials, assisted by HSUS investigators Frantz Dantzler and Bob
Baker, took part in the carefully-orchestrated action. So secret
was the operation that many of
The Humane Society News • Fall1983

Persistent efforts of The HSUS
and local cruelty investigator
Jane Owen had aided in closing
the Johnson Zoo in Smithfield,
one of ten substandard zoos highlighted in the Summer HSUS
News. The zoo was closed to the
public shortly after the USDA decided to file charges against the
owner.
HSUS staff shared their findings with USDA officials in Raleigh after the trip was completed
and planned other action to improve life for these animals.

Community Approach
Helping local humane societies
and animal-control agencies improve their programs is a foremost priority of the Southeast
Regional Office.
In recent months, Southeast
Regional Director Marc Paulhus
the police officers had no idea
what kind of "ring" they were going to find until they arrived on
the scene. The first fight was well
underway when the raid took place,
and both dogs were already so badly injured that they had to be destroyed. Officials seized thirty-five
other adult dogs and twelve puppies as well as firearms and controlled substances on the premises.
Television and newspaper reporters
were along to cover the activities,
which made all of the major network outlets as a result. Ironically, although dogfighting was upgraded to a felony in Illinois this
year, the legislation doesn't take

has visited more than a dozen animal shelters in a four-state area.
These personal visits fulfill several needs: they acquaint local organizations with the programs
and informational resources available to them from The HSUS;
provide much needed recognition
of the shelter's noteworthy accomplishments; and address whatever problems require additional
attention.
The Southeast Regional Office
has been instrumental in bringing
about many positive changes in
animal shelters. These include
better sanitation, improved field
programs, ·and greater emphasis
on curbing the excess pet population in the community.

Southern Seminar
A two-day seminar on cruelty
investigations was sponsored by
the Mississippi Animal Rescue
League in Jackson. Those who attended the program on August 10
and 11 came from Mississippi and
several neighboring states. Regional Director Paulhus conducted
training workshops on general investigation procedures, laws of
search and seizure, large animal
investigations, and forensic photography .
effect until 1984. Fight participants will be charged under
other statutes.

Legislative Wrap-Up
Thanks to the efforts of Illinois
humanitarians, the proposed hunter
harassment bill (S.B. 587) has
been tabled. HSUS members responded to an action alert sent
out this past spring by Director
Rowland explaining the potential
consequences of passage of this
bill. Letters, telegrams, and telephone calls to members of the legislature stopped S.B. 587 in its
tracks.
Illinois residents can also be
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proud of the state's new felony
law against dogfighting. Field Investigator Tim Greyhavens testified in support of the bill, which
was sponsored by Rep. Roger
McAuliffe.

Working the Workshops
The Great Lakes regional staff
assisted Bill Smith, director of
The HSUS's Animal Control Academy, at several local animal-control workshops held over the summer. Animal-welfare workers from
the Elkhart and Evansville, Indiana, and Mansfield, Ohio, areas
heard Regional Director Sandy Rowland, Investigator Tim Greyhavens, and Mr. Smith discuss problems and potential solutions in
animal control.
Ms. Rowland also addressed the
annual gathering of animal-control officers in Illinois. Stress in
daily animal-control work was
her topic.

1288) has passed the assembly
and is in a senate committee,
thanks to Assemblyman Christopher Jackman. Equitable to both
tenant and landlord, 1288 would
require a pet-owning tenant to:
control a dog by means of a leash;
confine an animal to areas where
its bodily functions would not interfere with the walkways and
other building common areas;
comply with the landlord's limit
on number of animals to be kept;
spay or neuter a dog or cat if required by the landlord; and pay
an additional security deposit.
Assemblyman Richard Zimmer
has introduced A.B. 3205, requiring all animal-control officers to
complete a basic training course.
It would include animal behavior,
handling stray and diseased animals, legal aspects of animal control, and humane treatment of animals.
Senate President Orechio has
introduced S. 3469 directly into
the state senate. This bill would
establish a governor's commission on animal health care to
study and evaluate animal laws
and issues.

N.J. Bills Face Action
Four important bills affecting
animals have moved rapidly
through the New Jersey state assembly and into senate committees. To ensure passage of these
measures, we urge our New J ersey members to write their state
representatives and State Senate
President Carmen Orechio.
A.B. 3207, which would ban the
steel-jawed, leghold trap, has
passed the state assembly. This is
the first time, to our knowledge,
that this has happened in this
country in the past decade!
After'eight years, a bill permitting pets in apartments (A.B.

Hope For Moose Vote
In cooperation with a group
calling itself Save Maine's Only
Official State Animal, the New
England Regional Office has
launched a major campaign to
focus attention on the November
1983 election issue of moose hunting in that state. "The only reason
a thousand moose are killed each
year in Maine is to raise revenue.
The moose hunt is another example of game mismanagement by
state officials,'' according to Regional Director John Dommers.
Maine's Commissioner of Inland
Fisheries and Game has called the
election "the most serious anti-hunting campaign that has
ever taken place in the U.S."
Maine HSUS members should urge
their friends to vote in favor of
the referendum to halt the hunting of moose in Maine.
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Dove Protection Sought
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Regional Director Nina Austenberg
meets New Jersey State Senate President Carmen Orechio to discuss animal-welfare issues under consideration in this legislative session.

Regional Director Nina Austenberg has begun an aggressive
media campaign to stop the
Sportsmen's Legislative Action
Committee from changing the
status of the mourning dove from
songbird to gamebird. Hunters
are planning a seventy-day hunting season, with a daily bag limit
of twelve birds, if the dove's reclassification takes place. So far,
this media protest has been highly successful, with letters of outrage pouring in from animal protectionists all over the state.
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(continued from page 19)
tion of increased revenue to the state.
The average amount of racing revenue reported by the states is less
than three-tenths of one percent of
the states' budgets. That is hardly
enough to justify cruelty! And increased expenses for police, road
maintenance, and other needs can
outweigh any revenue increase over
a period of time.
A 1980 effort in the District of
Columbia is indicative of what can
be done to halt racing. A group of
concerned citizens and humane groups
banded together to inform the public
of the cruelties involved in dog racing. As a result, an initiative placed
on the ballot to legalize dog racing
and a lottery operation was defeated.
Interestingly enough, when a measure to allow a lottery only was voted

upon, it was overwhelmingly approved.
In Texas this year, backers of horse
racing were very confident of victory.
But a strong coalition opposed to racing was victorious, due, in large part,
to the work done by HSUS investigator Bob Baker. He testified in person
about the many cruelties in the industry and pointed out the amount of
corruption that often accompanies it.
Prior to his well-documented testimony, little information on cruelty and
corruption had been presented to the
legislature. It was enough to produce
a surprise defeat on the measure this
year.
In Florida, a bill was enacted in
1981 which, effective July 1, 1984,
will prohibit the use of live animals
in training greyhounds. The HSUS
worked for this measure with the
Florida Federation of Humane Societies in one of the biggest dog racing

states in the country. We are anxious to see how well the industry will
comply with this humane change in
training procedure.
The HSUS has worked with others to attain victories at the county
or state level in Massachusetts, Tennessee, California, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and other areas over the
years. We are, at press time, working in Michigan to defeat a local referendum to allow dog racing, scheduled to take place in September.
The abuse and suffering involved
in racing in this country must come
to an end. The HSUS will continue
its efforts to halt this inhumane
practice. We urge you to join our
fight. Public pressure is essential to
our success.

Ann Church is coordinator of state
legislation for The HSUS.

How To Correct Current Abuses
If you live in a state where racing is legal, you can still do much
to alleviate animal suffering.
• Find out as much as you can
about the state racing commission and how it operates. You will
want to know who its members
are, how often they are appointed
and how long their terms are, how
the commission formulates its
rules and regulations, and whether
the public can attend commission
meetings. Write to them directly
for this information (they are
often located in the state capital)
or contact the governor's office.
Getting a copy of the original law
that created the racing commission would be useful. Ask the
commission for that statute number, then you can find the law at
your local library or request it from
your secretary of state's office.
• Contact your legislators-or
local elected officials if racing is in
your community-and tell them
about your concern for animal
welfare. Tell them that you will
not tolerate abuses in your state
or community. Ask them to work
with you to enact laws to make
racing more humane.
• Work to have someone who
cares about the welfare of animals
appointed to the racing commis-
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sion when the next vacancy occurs.
(You will need to work with the
governor's office for this.)
• Make the industry answerable
to the public. When you learn of
specific abuses in your area, bring
them to the attention of others
concerned about animal welfare,
elected representatives, and the
press. Put pressure on the commission to correct abuses.
• Race track veterinarians are
employed to protect the health of
racing animals. It is imperative
that they be employed by the
state government, not by the
track itself, otherwise, when conflicts between the animals' welfare
and the owners' interests arise,
the animals may be the losers. If
your track veterinarian is not
employed by the state, find out
how that can be changed. (Chances
are that the racing commission
has control over this.)
In dog racing ...
Work for a racing commission
regulation-or even better, a
state law-to prohibit the use of
live animals in the training of racing dogs and a law to prevent
dogs from coming into your state
from states that don't prohibit
the use of live lures. You will have

to lobby your state legislature for
new laws or bring public pressure
on the racing commission to make
the changes voluntarily.
Investigate what is happening
to the multitude of dogs bred for
racing. Are large numbers bred in
your state? If so, how many are
culled because they do not show
racing potential? How are they
killed or disposed of? Find out
what is happening to the dogs
when out of public view.
In horse racing ...
Work for passage of a state law
to prohibit the use of any drug
that would have a pharmacological effect on the horse at the time
of racing.
Help The HSUS in our effort to
rid racing of drugs nationwide by
writing to members of the U.S.
Congress and urging them to support S. 1233 and H.R. 1694.
Work to have racing restricted
to physically mature horses by
eliminating two-year-old racing.
This could be done by the racing
commission or by the state legislature.
Find out if experts believe the
track surfaces are too hard and
work to get the racing commission to make modifications.
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Make This A Colorful Christn1as
Taub Conviction Overturned
The Maryland Court of Appeals
on August 10, 1983, overturned
the conviction of Dr. Edward
Taub for cruelty to a research
monkey at the Institute for Behavioral Research (IBR) in Silver
Spring, Maryland A Maryland circuit court jury had affirmed the
conviction for failure to provide
necessary veterinary care to a rhesus monkey named Nero, whose
right forelimb had to be amputated after the animal's seizure
from the laboratory by police. Dr.
Taub's conviction was believed to
be the first criminal conviction of
a laboratory researcher for cruelty to animals in the United States
(see the Fall and Winter 1982
HSUS News). The HSUS provided
extensive legal and scientific help to
Maryland authorities in connection
with Dr. Taub's prosecution.
In a confusing opinion, the
Maryland Court of Appeals, the
state's highest court, seems to
have ruled that the state anticruelty statutes do not apply to
actions by researchers who are
working under federal grants. Its
opinion is that they are, rather,
regulated by the federal Animal
Welfare Act. However, the Maryland statutes in question do not
state or imply any exemption for
laboratory researchers or even
mention the federal statute or
regulations. Neither, conversely,
do the federal Animal Welfare Act
nor the applicable regulations even
touch upon the question of the effect of existing state statutes upon
research of this type. The Maryland statute, one of the clearest
and strongest of any state's, expressly condemns the "failure to
employ the most humane method
available" in those "activities in
which physical pain may unavoidably be caused to animals." Despite this clear language, the court
did not discuss the evidence or the
jury's finding that Dr. Taub's neglect was unnecessary to his re-
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search. The court also said that
the anti-cruelty statute was inapplicable to Dr. Taub because the
infliction of pain was "purely accidental and unavoidable." In so
doing, the court simply ignored
the jury and the extensive scientific, medical, and observational testimony of cruel neglect.
The Maryland State's Attorney
has now petitioned this same court
for a rehearing and reargument
before the full court. The HSUS
again has offered its assistance.
In addition, we have prepared
proposed amending language to
the Maryland anti-cruelty statute and the federal Animal Welfare Act to attempt to avoid the
effect of this decision on future
prosecutions of laboratory researchers for animal cruelty. Under the
HSUS proposal, the Maryland anti-cruelty statute would expressly apply to medical and scientific
research, and the federal Animal
Welfare Act would state that it
does not diminish or negate the
applicability of state and local
laws for the protection of animals.

Timber Wolf Threatened
The HSUS, along with a number of animal-protection and environmental organizations, has filed
suit against Interior Secretary
James Watt, challenging a change
in the Fish and Wildlife Service
regulations that would open a
sport hunting season in Minnesota on the timber wolf; until now,
this species has been protected by
the Endangered Species Act. Widescale trapping (under the guise of
livestock depredation control) is
also being allowed. Perhaps most
devastating in the long run, these
new regulations would delegate
wolf management to the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources,
an agency that has long advocated
a sport hunting season on this
species and continually claimed
that it is neither endangered nor

threatened in the state.
The suit contends that since
this wolf is currently on the national endangered species list
(classified only as "threatened" in
Minnesota and Alaska), it is illegal to subject it to sport hunting
and that there is an obligation on
the part of the federal government
to attempt to increase the population of threatened species. Accordingly, this program which has as
its purpose-and surely its effecta reduction in the population, is illegal.

The HSUS Attacks
Glueboards
Glueboards, rodent traps containing a super glue that immobilizes all small animals stepping onto
them, cause their victims horrible
pain and suffering before they die.
Despite industry claims that these
traps are clean, quick, efficient,
and safe, non-target animals such
as kittens, birds, and squirrels
have been caught by the super
glue. Some manufacturers advertise
the traps as sanitary and easily removable if accidental contact is
made, but evidence indicates that
glueboards must be removed by use
of strong chemical solvents, and
sometimes by surgery.
In an effort to expose misleading
industry claims which imply
glueboards are humane, the General Counsel's Office has filed a
petition with the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) requesting an
investigation of what we believe
to be false or deceptive advertising by three of the leading glueboard manufacturers. The HSUS
has requested that the FTC order
them to admit these devices are
neither humane nor painless.

Our unique HSUS Christmas
card will bring a colorful
outdoor winter scene to your
friends and loved ones this
holiday season. This year's
design, by wildlife artist
Joy Swan, depicts in full color a
collection of gentle creatures
enjoying winter's delights.
Inside is the greeting, "May you
and all creatures be blessed
with peace at this beautiful
season ... and always.''

This card should appeal to all
who treasure our wild species.
Twenty-five cards and envelopes
are in each box. The price is $7
a box, $6 for each box if you
order four or more boxes.

-----------------------------------------------------HSUS
-=--Please send me

1

2

3

boxes of HSUS Christmas cards at $7 per box

------;::(c>=trc:;-:le:-::o=ne:-:-)

Christmas Card
Order Form

OR

please send me

(4 or more)

boxes of HSUS Christmas cards at $6 per box.
I enclose $ _ __

send the cards to:
Name
Address

The Law Notes are compiled by
HSUS General Counsel Murdaugh
Stuart Madden and Associate
Counsel Roger Kindler.
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City

State

Zip

Make all checks or money orders payable to The HSUS and send this coupon to:
HSUS Christmas Cards
2100 L Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20037
Orders will be sent by UPS and must be delivered to a street address.
Please do not use a P.O. box.

1984 Calendars
for the Best Year Ever!

Birds Of A Feather

These colorful wall calendars
from Bo-Tree are sure to brighten
your days. They also have lots of
room for writing ... and they
support your HSUS, too!
Order 3 or more
calendars and
receive 10% discount!

Order Now
Name ______________________

Address __________________
City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

How
Many

Calendar

Price

6.95
6.95
6.95
Birds of a Feather
6.95
Doggone!
6.95
Horses
4.95
Baby Animals to Love
6.95
Bless the Beasts
Total Order
10% Discount 3 or mora
Subtotal

Total

Whales and Friends

In the Company of Cats

. - - - - - - - - . Calli. residents add 6% tax
Shipping Chargas
Amount Enclosed
First calendar
add $1.00.
Additional calendars,
add 50¢ each.

Animals
To Love
(with
stickers)

Mail to:
Bo-Tree Productions
Dept. HSUS
1137 San Antonio Road
Suite E
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 967-1817
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